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PREFACE

Computer Perspectives 'is a publication,describin applications
and/or research involved with computer use in recreation for pro-
fessionals in Leisure, Parks, and Recreation, and is sponsored by the
Brigham Yopng University Departinents of Recreat±on Management/YouthA
Leadership and Campus Rereation,

The pu,rpose of Computer Perspectives is to enhance professional
growth and awareness through publication of papers from practitioners,
educators, researchers, etc. Computer Perspectives is intended solely
as a means of,sha.Sing ideas and successes through publication. The,
format was not designed as a symposium or other such'forums.

Computer Perspectdves used a direct photographing process of
"oversized" sheets. The Oversized sheet.is roughly equivalent to four
(4) pages_of double spaded copy each and five (5) sheets were targeted
,per position paper, Thus, five pages of "oversized" sheets can be
phqtographed and accommodate a twenty.page paper. This innovation ,

created a substantial savings in the printing of the publication. ,This
format also provided away of sharing ideas and successes without
requiring substantial travel expenses. We hope to continue in the
future.

Brian . Haderlie
Editor
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SOFTWARE IN THE EICNTIES.. INFORMATION Ea"HANCF CLEARI"CH6USE APPLICATIQNS

Abstract

Jeff A. StuRt, Texas Tech University

This paper describes one university's attempt tb intro-
duce parks and recreation professional.s to computerized
automation fn office management. The need is shown for
the newcomer to be bonvinced of the valueq of automa-
tion first; dbxt of the multitude of options available
to him, and-finally of the relative ease of getting
started. The current status of software development
for Micrpcomputers in our field is indicated. The
paper continues with sections on information explange
between professionals on their computer applicat,ions,
,and the oper4tion of a clearinghouse at Texas Tech Univ-
ersity. Samples of newsletter items that are made
available to state journal editors concludes this report

Introduction

This"paper deals with .effortS undertaken at Texas 'cech
University to establish a bridge between the parks and
rlcreatiori professioNaI on the one hand, and the uni-
versity on the other. The topic,4s th'e introduction of
computers in administratrve offiftemanagement, an event
that has become,more widespfead at the cost of data
prbcessing las been reduced over time.

Two activiti s in particular will be reported on-here.
the exchang of information available on computer appli-
cations, and_the operation of a databank of information,
or clearinghouse. Both have been in progress at Texas
Tech for approximately two years now, inkresponse to
repeate4 ,:emands'from the users. Neither constitute
full-fledged consultation-practices: they are inlen,ded0
solely as efforts to counter the myths that surround
automation. There obviously is a market for consultants
to the more or less experienced users. However, we,see
it as ouf task to lead the novice over the threshold,
and bring him in touch with others who have gone through
similar trials and tribulations.

In our approach, the newcomer to computer applications
needs to bel

1.' convinced of the valitie of introducing these new

i

lnagement techniques;
2. formed of the most promising options currently

'available't4 him; and
3. guided from interest to application while avoiding

famiriavitfalls.
The contribution that we can make tO this three4old
process of faCilitation is limited hy the fact that our
tithe is mainly spent in preparing and teaching courses
lo college students. However, there are several ways
to exchange information abaut the topic in question
that requirea limited amou'ilt of time; they.will be dis-
cussed below. The main strategy iA one of mass-publi-
city,: our most recent information regarding computer-
ization ii sent to the editors of several state journals
in parks and recreation in the form of a newslettert
Depending upon space availability, these editors will
then publish part or all of the bimonthly series. The
'follow-up to this ii the actual goal of the clearing-
house: reprints can be-mailed, questions answered--
generally a much less efficient process.

Software in the'Eighties

Computers will be most likely the dominant factor of
.Cliange in office management ahead. There is a definitei

trend of smaller computers to renlace the number of
larger ones (minis and mainframes) sold. The advent of
the more powerful 16-hit microc6mputers, shafTly decreas-
ed cost of hardyare (the compu'ter itself and it!s acces-
sories, not the'programs run on it) , and Independence of
tlte micro-operation,are all contributing factors to its
success. Par'.:.s and recreation is slow towake up, but
pioneers in different areas of the Country are finally
emerging with stories sounding of victory.

User-friendliness is improving, which means that the
modern computer user no longer needs to go through
lengthy training and be a technical wizar0. In a pro-
fession, that to a *eat extent consists of-pen and,
women,who entered it before the computer explosion, this
opens to those at middle and higher levels
of mana ment who would normally shv away from anything
more complicated than a xerox machine. The growth of
the small computer has been so fast.that it is taking a
lot of municipal operations by surprise. What could
Previougly only be done by the central facility in cit)
hall, is now all of a sudden possible in many different
departments all over town, independently.

What is at stalCe hei-e, most of ell, is access to infor-
mation. In order to gain access to any kind of infor-
mation through a computee, ene needs programs. The
latter, also called software, is and probably will be
for some time, the major obstacle in the path of the
computerizing manager. One major, reason is, that most
general business software on the market is not directly
suitable fOr our specific purposes. We need to modify
much of it substantially in order to make it apply to
our city size, number of parks, vehicle ersonneletc.
But what,ahout programs that al ow us t hedule sports :

leagues; swim meets or work-out , tenni raws? One
won't fiad these in the standar Computerland or Radio
Shack store. They need tO be t ilor-made. A couple of
small firms"that realized the n ed have gone ahead and
are now marketing software dire tly to parks and recrea-
tion operations. Market Comput ng (201 15th Ave. S.W.,
Puyallup, Washington 98371) wa Tirst and consists of
a group of young.people wit,h yarious backgrounds; in-
cluding recreation. This fieM>caters mainly to the
A'pple computer owner, although a 'few programs are also
Radio Shack comPatible. Their introduction ofCP/M

1based software in 1983, will be hel,pful because it
means that their programs can run on a great number of
other computer brands. CP/M has been the'initially
adopted standard of a second company, Helios-in Irving,
Texas S'3501 North,4acArthur, Suite 30'8, Irving, Texas
75062).

Helios again consists of a mix of people, at least one
/f whom has considerable working experience in a re-
reation environment. 'These and other calfpanies that
ay follow suit, can prov,ide the manager with a standard

package; adjustments that may be required for a,non-
standard situation are generally left up to the user.
It is obvious that proper guidance and tollow-up on be-
half of the seller are essential for continued business.
The same can be said for the hardware into which these
programs are plugge4: most frustrations derive from a
lack'of service for machines bought out-of-town, often
from fly-by7night discount vendo5s, Buying from a re-
putable, in-town company that can guarantee quick re-
pairs is recommended to avoid problems.

A
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Information'Exchange
1

Because the applications of comput-ers in this field are
relatively new, a gap exists between program developers
and other potentid.1 users. No organizational structure
was available to`handle the new flow of information,
neither in the.state pr nationil profesliona1 bodies,
nor in the university departments preparing students
for jobs in.leisure services. At the National Workahops
on Computers organized by the N.R.P.A., the need became
aPparent for.% system that would provide information on
computer use on a more permanent basis. Afire:. step
was taken at North Carolina S'tate Univeysity. which
Published a reference guide to computer applications in

. 1980. A year later, it was decided to-update this
guide, which in the meantime had comPlefely sold out.
The new edition should become available toward the
middle of 1983.

In 1981, the Department of H.P.E.R. at Texas Tech Univ-
ersity started eo collect informationvn 'computer hard-
ware and programs related to parks anetrecreation. The
goal was to fill 'a gapp information currently avail-
able to profesional managers by collecting exisring
programs, literatdre references, and hardware report
in a manually accessible filing system.

Any interested professional would be able to use the
information thus collected by submitting inquiries
through the mail or telephone calls. At this Point, a
manual filing syseem was chogen instead of a computer- t

ized one. Even though the latter was a feasible option
because of several available microcomputers and a main-
frame, many items were considered to be too bunt,/ for
computer file storage, unless condensed to a minjmum
nuMber of descrintors. Moreover, the upcoming survey .

(see below) would most likely enlarge the amount of
information to be seored. W decided to wait for its
results before making.a commitment to an automated 'data,
retrieval sysCem.

2

perlhaps 500 Words in lengtli s Wow presented as une that
counts 200-250 words.1., Exampl a couple of typical
items have heen inclujed in the ppendix.

The state journals were targeted after consultation with
the staff of Parks and Recreation, the national publi-
cation. T4 latter did not desire to publish any Parti-
cular newsletter, for fear that ythers would follow suit
and insist on the journal accepting their neWsletrers as

' well: "the end would not be in sight."

Our, statistics show that the'mean number of state journal
subscriptions is 1262.5, with a minimum of 250 and a
maximum of 3,500. Average frequencv of publication is
quarterly, with about one-third appearinz siN times a
year. 61%11 State journals that we cquld identify were
initially surveyed with regard to their interest in
topics related to computers. About eighty percent of
the responses.indicated a great need for articles in

this content area, with most of these not publishing anv_
in the past year. Those editors who reacted positively
are now on our mailing list and receive free subscrip-

.tion,

After some initial word of mouth Publicity, a number of 1
inquiries started coming in. But only after publication
of a newsletter2colimm in several state journals (see
below) , the requests for information multiplied. 'Sev-
eral questions au, now handled daily, mostly by phpne.
The broad nature of man'y of these calls ("could you
tell me what I heed to knOw to get started, in comput-
ers?") is often time-consuming. The availability of
the upcoming survey results as we'll asiongoing newsletter
publication will helo to relieve some of this strain.

Information In Print

'Ile journal of the state Professional organization in
TexaS, T.R.A.P.S., commenced publishing a newsletter
entitled "Computer Update" in which the most recent
acquisitions of this clearinghouse are introduced to
its readers. In addition to its individual subscribers,
this journal serves approximately one hundred municipal
and several state .departments in the field. At present,
the newsletter that is produced at Texas Tech is used
in the state p.rofessiortal journals of California,
Georgia, Idaho, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Maryland,
Michigan, Mississippi, Nebraska, New HamPshire, North \

Carolina Pennsylvania. Tennessee, Vermont. Virginia.
Wyoming, and the provinces of British Columbia and
Ontario (Canada).

The itgms presented in this newsletter have been sub-
stantially reduced in length as compared to the firt
issues at the reouest of state journal editors. Space
is limited, and thereforg an item that origirislly was

This simultaneous publication of new devel prrients in /
computer applications has born fruit: tWe number of
inquiries for further information Was tripled in size,
and now covers a much wider geographical area.

Appendix

The following are two sample items taken from a recent
issue of the NeWsletter, Computer Updaxe.

1. Sel,ling Like Hotcakes

Interface Age Magazine, a business-oriented data pro-
cessing publication, recently put together a list of
the top-10 in computer products for this year. A sub-
jective list, no doubt, but we'd like to share some of
its comments with you anyway since it.may have impli-

cations for your purchasing decisions now and in the
future.

In the'section on hardware, IA calls to attention the,
designs of the 85.000 Corvus Concept, a smart terminal
that is to be part of a local computer network. Var-
iable position display/User-definable subscreens and
multi7type front make this a state-of-the-art terminal
for e.g. a municipal computer system. The IBM Personal
Computer, 'now past Its first birthday, is a mierosystem
avaflable for about $4,000. With many third partieg
writing software prograts for the PC, its business po-
tential is growing. But Parks and Recreation 'management
programs have not yet been written for it although the
software produced by Helios in Texas is written for the
CP/M operating language that the IBM will understand.
Other outstanding hardWare includes the portable Osborne,
Grid Compass (very sophisticated and very expensive) and
DEC persOnal computers.

i 2. Snowmobiling Computerized

The Iowa Conservation Commission in Des Moines will make
copies of its software printouts available to interested
colleagues elsewhere. Running what they call tun "loo-
sely coupled" IBM's (3033 and 370). they use BAL as a
programming language.

BOAT is applied to displmy, change, and delete records,
in,their boat regiatration file; online disk storage is
the memory device Used. SNOW is the software that dis-
plays, adds and in the snowmobile

4
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Iregistration file.

In addition to the online programs described, Iowa is
currently using batch programs (submitted without inter-
active capabilities) in4COBOL, a business-oriented lang-
uage cdmmon to large computers. The.latter take care of
editb, updates, and reports for swowmobile safety, hunter
saefety, and camping receipiss and usage. Fqr more infor-
qation, contact: Jim Nelson at the Wallace Office
Building, Des Moines, Iowa, 50319. "
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MICROCOMPUTER APPLICATIONS FOR
THE MANAGEWOF THE FUTURE

Christine 2r Howe
The University of Georgia

Abstract

4

instructions that directs the microcomputer in its
operations. 'Software "tells the hatgware what to do,
and is written in a number of Igng2ages. Generallr,
a len a e is a set of words and ?Iles that are used-
eor C
langu

chara
The w

This article is directed towards the manager who is a
novice microcomputer user, but wants to take an initial
step towards computer literacy. This is attempted by
familiarizing the manager with commonly used terms, °

identifying some of the relevant resources that are-
available, and discussing current *and'future appli-
*cations for recreation.and 161-61-ffe service depvery
systems.

Beginning Computer Literacy'

The advent of the information explosion was not
announced by a single, sudden bi bang. Rather, we
were greeted by the soft purrs ajd gentle hummings of
microcomputers. Computers are in4chines that can
Vaccept information or data, pro ess that information
and provide fesults as output. These machines, much
like telephones and hand held calculators, serve to
make the manager more efficient'and more effective
in the delivery of leisure programs and services
allowing him or her to communicate and process infor-
mation as never before. jitt in order to do this, the
manager kmust first learn some of the language of this
new technology. A microcomppter is a small, desk top
computer that uses a microprocessor for its'central
processing unit (CPU). A microprocessor is the single
microelectronic chip that holds all of the elements of
a CPU. It is a small semiconductor whose matter
permits electrons (which had information) to move /

under the impulse of an infinitesimal amount of energy
(Shane, 1982, p. 104). This chip is a tiny (smaller
than a fingernail) silicon wafer that contains up to
thbusands of circuits for storing and processing
informatIon., The CPU is the brain of the micro-
computer in that its electronic circutry oversees all
of the activities of the machine. The CPg codes,
stores and implements instructions, and monitors the
execution of any program processed (Chandor, 1981).

In addition to microcomputers themselves, there are
peripherals that exist or,hardwareand software.
Hardware is a term used to desribe physical apparatus
or equipment such as display screens or boards. A
cathode ily tube (CRT) is one type of streen; a vacuum
tube that displays images. A video display terainal
(VDT) is another type of visual monitor. A disk is a
magnetized storage medium.that records data by usingl'
a .binary number system. The popularjloppy disks or,.
diskettes are magnetically coated flexible pieces of
plastic On which information is stored. To enable
computer communication over telephone lines and other
media, a Modem is used. Another.peripheral device is
a printer which is a device that converts electronic
simpls into print on phper in the form of letters,
tables, graphs, charts, etc. A final piece of hard-
ware is a terminal. Terminals usually consist of a
keyboard (similar to a typewriter) ^through which data
or input are entered and a visual display board on,
which data can be seen (Marbach',.Lubenow, Cook, Gibney

Willenson, 1982;'SYBEX, 1.981).

Software is a generic term used to describe the
collection of programs that a 'given microcomputer is
capable of processing. Software is the set of

structing septences and comMunicating. COmputer
ges are any of'several codes composed of
ters and symbols: in which software is prepared.
rd4orOgram has .two meanings. As a verb, to

prçgrahi is to create or develop a set of instructions.
As a noun, g program is a series of instructions that
directs*the microcomputer to perfOrm a task or
sequence of actions. Soft copy describes output 'that
assumes a visual, nonpermanent format in contrast to
hard _copy, which is outputnhat is produced'in a
printed, readable and permanent form. To dells is to
locate and correct errors, in the operating system, a
particular program ot any malfunction in the computing
system itself. ,Othet peripheral devices include
voice synthesizers, letter quality daisy wheelprinters,
digitizers and piotters, each of tAlich are.available
for the4User to purchase atvex,,tra cost.

As stated earlier, microcomputers process information
thrakugh using a microchip, a tiny piece of si,licon
,that stores data in a binary code. A bit is a
contraction of birlary digit. It is the smallest
defineable unit of storage (or the' suallest.amount of
data) that the microcomputer-recognizes. This is
expreesed in binary code as a one or a zero. A byte
is a grouping of eight adjacent bits'that are
operated as one unit. It is the space neeged to ;

stere bne character of information. A'microcompute'r
with a 16 bit microprocessor handles information in
bundles of 16 binary digits at a time. A migrOcomputer
with 64K or kllobytes of memory'can,store approximately-
65,000 characters or about the same as 35 typed pages
of information (Marbach et al., 192, p. 56). The
portion of the microcomputer that stores information
is called its memory. Memory may be usedinter-
changeably with storage. It is the storage area in
the microcomputer for the program and the -data: the
RAM and the ROM chips. RAM or the random access
memory holds the program and data, varies with each
trial or' usage and is lost wtign.the power source is
shut down. ROM or read only memory contains the
program built into the microcomputer by the manufac-'
turer. The contents of the ROM do not,change, even
when power is turned off. It is permanently stored
information that is tot accessible to the user. Its
program directs the CPU to 1.0*ially start-up, to
hold to a specific computerelanguage, to store fre-
quently used languages, and generally to respond to
information typed in at the keyboard (Chandor, 1981
Marbach et al., 1982). Lastly, a microcomputer
'system is interactive !When it acknowledges and

respends immediately to,user commands. Today,
virtually, all microcomputers are interadtive%

Computer Resources

Once the manager feela comfortable with-some of the
basic terminology assoCiated with microcomputers,
then he Or she may want to know exactly what hardware
and software exists for use in recreation and leisure
services. There are a number of resources available
to consult regarding this concern. FiTst, there are
newsletters, newspapers end 'magazines such as Byte,
Compute, CreativeComputing, 80 Microcomputing,
Mini-Micro and Persdn'il Computing. Secondly, retail'-,
salespersons may be approached for information on. the,

particular microcomputers that they sell.
,
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At present, the distribusors of Apple have Apple II
plus and Apple III, color 4:16 monaors, graphics
tablets and dot matrix prieters They also have arcade
'quality games, musical selections and word proc'essing
programs such as Letter Perfect and Applewriter.
Business packages including Visicalc, Visiplot and
Visitrend are available as well as several database
programs.: Hewlett-Packard has the new HP1'25 witd A
letter quality printer,and an eight pen plotter. The '

HP8,.is a,portable, desk top personal computer with a
very small screen. It has black and,white (monochrome)
graphics capabinties and an RS232 interface capable
of driving plotters, printers and other peripherals.

The Tandy CoMpany's (aao Shack.) US-80 Model III is
the largest selling personal Compueer (Marbach et al.,
1982). ,Other Microc.omputerS include the TRS-80 Color
Computer% TR-80 Model II and the new TRS-80 Model 16.
Yisicalc and Scripsit along with other graphics soft--
ware can be used on. the TRS-,80 Model.III although oply
the TRS-80 Color Computer offers color graphics. The '

TRS-80 Model II offers compatible communication& for
many of the IBM systems. IBM has itt Personal'Computer,
with a 16 bit microprocetsor, color graphifs and sound.
It is ,highly versatile, but presently has4bluch less '

software chan the Apple II, for example (Marbach et
al., 1982):'

ThefAtari 400 and Atari 800, used primarily at home
and in schools, are known for their color graphics
and sound. Commodore has Ihe PET, Commodore 64 and
'IC 20. The VIC 20 has color and pound. The Commodore
64 is intended to compete with the Apple II. Osborne's-
Osboine 1 is the portable mictrocomputer that is
advertised as being similat tk carry-on luggage by
fitting under the seat of an.airplane. It is highly
mobile. Texas-Instruments 9944A uses the popular
children's instructional software, LOGO. Xerox has
the 820, a business machine, cAtile Monroe has both
"educational" and "occupational" machines. Monroe's
educational miCrocomputer has graphics and sound
capabilities, while their occupational model has three
programmable RS 232 interfaces which cari support a

yariety of peripheral devices. This modei has tWo,
ibuile in 320K disk'lrives and a phosphor amber screen
which is'intended to alleviate eyestrain when viewed
under,flogrescenelights. Supercalc (similar to
Visicalc) and Wordstar (an extended Basic, Langupe)%
are among die sgftware available foeboth machines.
Monroe has its own operating system but is also
coMpatible with the-CP/M operating system.

4

Otherretailers have'pe Eagle II which is oriented
towards small business,and word processing aPplica-
tions. The 'Tektronic 4113 is an intelligent color
rastor display terminal with a pallete of 4096 colors.
The terminal is capable of design, limited animation, ,
mapping and graPting. This discussion is by no means
exhaustive. Therefore, for information beyond this
brief introduction, it is suggested that the manager
contact a sales or manufacturer's representative

directly for brochhresi discussion and demonstration.

A third resource is personnel at nearby colleges and
universities. There are faculty members in depart-
ments of computer science and services, statistics, e 4

psychology, sociology, forestry, landsqape architec-
ture, busineps, recreation and leisure studies, and
mathematics who have both an interest and elertise
in the use of microcomputers. Further, the librarians
at such ihstitutions'can direct the manager to 'a
variety of,books to read on the topic of micro-
computers.

5

A,fourth reSource is professional associations. These.
mav be related to the computer industry,

-education or recreation and leisure serVices. Each
is a tremendous,source of information about micro-
Computers from differing perspecttves. The-National
Recreation and Park Association ORPA), for example,
at its annual meetingstypically,has several educa-
tional sessions.devoted to compUter-usage. Further,
NRPA sponsors a symposium on computers afid publishes
proceedings from it. Parks & Recreation, a monthly
magazine of NRPA, publishes practical and informative
articles about computers several ti s a year. This
rilerely highlights the involvement NRPA as one
representative professional organ zation, in the area
of computers.

A,fifth resource foe ihformati
contact with fellow professio
using computers themselves.
would be managers of recreat
and programs, too. However
public employees, independ

n exchange is personal
als who are actually
deally, these persons
on.andaieisure services
smaligEsinesspersons,
t cOnsultants, or even

hobbyists,can gtye the lei ure service manager first
'hand insight into their e eriences vith microcom-
puters.

The last resource mentio ed here is formal'and i -

formal educational oppo tuhities. Formal coursezor,k
may be completed at co unity or four-year colles.
01' informal learning e ertences through adult ot
continuingjaducation p ograms, microcomputer clubs or
.Rther worAhops may oc ur. What is important to hale
is that numerous reso rces and resource:people ren-

*-
vent to-microcomputer, ,and their applications exist.
They are waiting to b, of service to the interest&
manager,.

Current

When we reflect upo
information ege'tha
begin toponder pos
times we may wonde

(1.982, p. 304) que
observer as Alvin
processor in Futur
oWn question with
not'even exist whe
This serveb to il
technology has de
bOted, commercial
available in 1975
lboking int& the
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'labor, equipment and materials; and an inventory of
all items owhed by the agency.qr department (Shirley,
1980). Siderelis (Benfley &,Siderelis, 1982) has
developed software entitled "Maintenance Management
and Scheduling System" cpich has been specifically
applied Co the Blue Ridge Parkway. The package has
lour majpr components: jobsordering, job scheduling,
vehicle.ronting and work reporting (p. 43) and is
compatible with the Apple II.- Ie is a majos main-
tenance management aid.'"

There are zanagerial applications beyond accounting,
payroll, inventory, prticipant'record keeping and
maintenance scheduling. Some.routine administrative
functions include:, preparing and storing mailing
lists atd address labels; aisigning teams or classes
to sites andofficials or /eaders to events; word

,processing for fliers, announcements and press releases
for recurring activities, other routine railings, and
standardized program evaluation or ocher report forms
(Howe, 1982). Market Computing.of Seattle, WA has
developed software specific lly for some of these
more utine recreation tas tt . A recent "Bulletin"

,

nnounced the following abou, 14arket Computing's

fo
a

current products:,.1

. The LEAGUE REGISTRATI . program organizes and manages
league records, using the microcomputer to keep track
of team and playtr data, registration and insurance
fees, and league age requirements. 4The number of
teams and players that LEAGUE,REGISTRATION can handle
is only limited by the'storage capacity of ts,ne system

(3,000-4,000 Players per diskette on TRS-80 Model II
and approximately 1,000 players per diskette on ,

Apple II plus), Multiple data diskettes allow
virtually unlimited player capacity.

The SWI,MEET program manages swim meet records and
events Used on NCAA, AIAW, and AAU regulations. It
also keeps qualifying times for each yntrant and for

each event, schedules events with up to 20 heats for
si and efght lane pools, and follows procedures for
pAtliminary and final heat events.

TheZENNIS DRAW program develops 'random single-eli-
mination draws for tennis tournaments with from eight
to sixty-four players or teams in any 4,twenty-one
events. The draw procedures conform tosUSTA rejila-
tions. TENNIS DiAW handles the complicated process /
of inserting seeded players in their correct positiobs
in the drdw. The program also creams preliminary
matches and inserts byes as requiredv

EMPLOYEE MANAGEMENT is a personnel work-load planning
program'which keeps track of employee data, wage, job-,
classification and worksite records. The program
allows one to add, revise or delete information, as
siell as to obtain printed reports. The program sorts
and reports employee information by birthdate,
beginning date of employment, worksite and district.
A master list can also be produced. A special feature
prints mailing labels from the master dist (Hite &
Stipe, Note 1).

SOckMarket Computing is a,new software clearing-
hoUse7kounded by leisure managers for the leisure
i dustrfr, some elabOration,is in order. Markei

uting produces easy to use, time saving micro-
computer programs to be uSed2as 'management tools, for
delivery_of leisuke programs and services. They
design their programs with the uniqueness and indivi-
duality oE the leisure industry inoind.. Market
Computing programs pa cost-effect74e management of, 1

bOth leisure and recreation activities programming

6
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and administration at!the fingertip jof leisurN
managers. Today, microcomputers affordable, but
until now generally available softwa o been
produced specifically and uniquely fo te leisure .

f.lfat are de'igntd for even

industry. To fill this void, Market tftitg has
written low cost programs
the moderately sized leisure organization. Their
'programs aee written for managers in park and recrea-:
tion agencies (public and private), s6cial agencie',
therapeutic recreation.settings, college and university
recreation departments, campus recreation or intramliral
associations, military recreation, private clubs,

...camps, industrial recreation programs and planned
communities.

Market CoAting software is authored bv recognized
leisure managers and microcomputer experts. Each
program is carefully reviewed and field tested. The
software package includes a flooRy disk and an opera,
ting manual prepared specifically for the leisure
service professional. Programs .are written forAfple
II plus and Radio ShacIsy TRS-80 systems and %All be
available in CP/M in March of 1983. 'Also planned for
release in March are CLASS REGISTRATION, which manages
the registration of participants for class activities;
UMPIRE MANAGEMENT, a program for the management and
scheduling of officials"; and BOWLING LEAdUE, which .

manages bowling records and matches based on ABC and
WIBC regulations.. Prices for these progiams iange
from $60 to $350 (Hite &fine, Note 1).

Two other companies hlve designed software specifically
for resident type' camps._ "EZ'Camp" is a microcomputer-
based camp management system that is available through
EZR Micro, Inc. (Note 2)., This management package can
be used for tasks such as bunk assignments, scheduling
transportation, payroll, accounting, inventory, camper
records, Counselor profiles, telephone and mailing
ltsts and bulk "personalized" letters. Data Concep-
tions Unlimited has designed the "Total Flow Camper'
Control SystemNy This is a software.package that

" helps in the recruitment of prospective campers and
in the day to day operat,ions of the camp (Note 3).

In this era of diminishing resources, recreation and
. leisure service managers are more frequently being,.

called dpon to be accountable. That is, they must
demonstrate,the vent; and worth of the programs and
services that'they are providing. In this sense,
microcomputers.and this new recreation oriented sofc7
ware are irivaluable applied problem-solving and

evaluation tools for the manager of today who wants
to be around tomorrow. Whether in a public agency,
a college campus qr a dlinical setting, microcomputers,
and appropriate software help to meet the dilemma of
the increading demand and decreasing public resources
for leisure services, Again, software that performs
repetitive and routine tasks frees-personnel to carry
out the other more sophisticated responsibilities
associatedwith their position. As Hit...and Stipes

' (Note 1) suggest, software allows administrative and
maintenance staff members to focus on managing their
agencies and/or-facilitie's without having to waSte
time with the repetitive work inherent in analyzing
data and\planning. Thus, the manager has an improved
capacity for expanded data analysis which can result
in more accuyrate ,and up to date information. A
microcomputerphastthe capacity to-retain and process
large valumesof data much more.efficiently,than
human blings. *The ipeed at which these machines
operate is 'Or:matchable.

Sharpless (1q79) described some other problem-solying
application61for microcomputers in the leiSure industry.

1.1
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Hy suggested that "canned" statistical software pLklt
IIages that help the manaser tabulate frequencies, per-

. centages, correlations fof.oth$r extremely complex
. Analyses of numerical fqformation, .are great time

savers. Further, if a manager needs to find support
for a philosophical position or articles about th'e
ptos and cons of certaln.types of fees and charges:
for example, he or she c nduct a computer assisted

el. literature search. T cmanag r can establish his or
her own data.base of 'raw" in ormation abOut the
population served: There is .n,le,questiori that the
results of broad based nee& assessments and surreys
ef leiSure attitudes, interests and/Or participation
can be best compiled by using a computer. In planning,

11
4014.pr=6 leindefsfie7til:tfi:nis'aMCbular:doutb deotfTitrontho

. decision...Thus, the use of micfoco uters can'help
managers to stay "on top" of the information explosion
and to better meet any possible requests for data, from
both outside and within the organization he or she
directs. Telecommunicationsanimation and music can
all occur with microcomputers, creating and transmit-
ting pictures and sound via electronic iMpulses. In
these days ol small travel/long distance telephone
budgets, such means of cffieunication are increasingly
more important. Interpersonal messages, financial
transactions, information access and retrieval are
amqng the many current managerial useg of mierocomr
puters, let alone all the leisure/entertainment
possibilities in video entertainment and games, 4
community calendarso educational courses, sports and .
entertainment schedulesj,and shopping. We are indeed
on our way to being tn" global village or "wired
planet" that Marshall McCUhan anticipated.

Anyone who reads the newspapers is aware of terms suoh
as "robotics," "electronic cottages," "computer camps"
and "computer-aided instruction.", These phenomena are
only just beginning. The leisure services manager of
the future will need to stay abreast of technolcigical
changes that will indeed affect the day-to-day work
andAlives of all industrialtzed people. The manager
oflire future may expect to have a greater _number of
information brokerage functions as a part of his or
her job responsibilities. As a broker, the manager'
will be responsible for coordinating a number of
different applications in his or her-department, or
agency.. Beyond wliht has already been described,.:the
manager will see computer .graphics and animation
being created by persons enrolled in recreation4 art
classes and hear computer music and voiced being
synthesized in leisure-time music workshops. In' one-
to-one or small group interactions with participants,
managers will view computerized leisure needs.and

Interests assessments,,computer assisted leisure
counseling and leisure resodrce identification,
retrieval,and referral. The manager will look in on
coaches explaining team sport attAtegies, plays,
defensesand off61ses to persons involved in various

, athletic activities using VDTs. There will -also be
analyses and simulitions of human.movement in running
and gymnastics for example, diet participants and
interested others will examine and use to imp?ove
performance. If we're lucky, the recreation and

.

leisure service manager of the future will also possess ,

tht vision to subMit new program ideas or applications
to the various microcomputer and software companies to
develop technology that will help us all, no matter
how incredible the idea may, seem. After all, who.
thought that the science fiction of yesterday would
be the science facts that they are today?
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COMPUTER.PPLICATIONS IN A THERAPEUTIC/OUTDOOR RECREATION SETTING

Alan Ewert, University of Oregon

AbstracC

A recently initiated grant, Project Alliance, utilizes
state-of-the-art computer technolOgy to assist agencies
which deal with disabled individuals in the outdoors.
This paper discusses many of the factors involved in
the integration of private agencies and higher educa,-
tion such as ilata management, information retrieval,

networking, human resource management and planning cot-
siderations.

Introduction

The interface between computer-based,technologies and
the disabled population has usually been one of direce
physical aid. Computers have been used in aiding the
handicapped in tasks such as allowing a paraplegic to
walk, text-to-braille synthesis, or portable speeCh
prosthesis.' While useful,in many such applications,
computers can also play a valuable role in the less
visible support services. Specifically, computer app-
lications can be directed toward facilitating the
agencies and organizations which work with disabled
populations. Within this context, computer usage
assumes a configuration which is similar to tfiat of
many different types of'prograM and facility management
such as inventory control. -

A slightly differe nt twist is injected into the opera-
tion when computer technolmgy is applied in 'an educa-
tional setting, combining the multi-tiered functions of
data management, information retrieval, inventOry con-
trol, word-processing, and computer literacy. 'This
paper discusses the integration of computer technology
in the field of therapeutic and outdoor recreation
education with respect to fattors such as data manage-
ment, Communications, human resource'management, and
planning procedures.

The Setting

During the summer of 1982,-The Department of Recreation
and Park,Management at the University of Oregonreceived
a 99,000 dollar grant through the.U.S. DeparMment of
Edlication, Office of Special,Education and Rehabilita-
tion Services. The grant, termed Project Alliance, was
allocated for the development and implementation of an
allianceof specialized,outdoor recreation programs in
the Pacific Northwest and eventually in a larger geo-.
graphical area. Project Alliapce was specifically
designed to accamplish five primary objectives:

1. To establish a computer-based information-
retrieval and data management system;

2. To develop, pilot test, and validate a practical
and feasible evaluation model of client outcomes;

3. To implement an equipment-identification and
sharing system;

4. To provide management consultation services for
involved agencies;

5. To develop and implement a curriculum option
combining the professional skills of therapeutic
and outdoor recreation personnel.

It/anderheiden, G. "Computers Can Play a Dual Role for
Disabled Individuals", BYTE, 7(9), Sept (19823-, 136-162

With over 405,470 disabled people,in the state of Oregon
alone, and a growing number of agencies which deal with ;
the disabled individual' in the outtoor environment,

information madagement was deemed a primary considera-
tion.

To complement this management scheme, a,computer system
was viewed as an integral part of the project. Factors
such as personnel hiring, time-linedmanagement, and

project expectations had to be viewed in light of the
computer imperative;

In regard to hiring procedures, a working knowledge of

computers was deemed highly desirable ;for the position
of Project Coordinator. Specific skills included
experience with microcomputers, data-management proced-
ures, and information retrieval systems. As in many
situations, certain initial skills were of less import-
ance when compared to an overall sense of computer
compatability, perhaps more colloquially termed"computer
friendliness". This same attitude of a willingness to
work with rather than fear of computer systems was
judged important in selecting other critical individuals
in the Project, such as the secretary and,student
supervisors.,

System selection was guided'by severai parameters
including: cost, user-friendlinesWand compatability
with existing systems within the College of Health,
Physical Education and RecreatiOn. Toward this end, a
TRS-80, Nodel 16 system with double disk drive, 128 K
additional memory board, DWP-410 printer with the soft-
ware components of word-processing, data management:and
statistical analyses was acquired. '

Conventiodal Computer Functions

Computer applications in Project Alliance include
inventory control, information storage, information
retrieval, word processing, mailinftlist generatsion,
and statistical analysis. InventorAcontrol.consists
of a cataloging of the existing adaptive equipment such
as flip-skis, skiing pulks, and trail-adaptive wheel-,
chairs, managed by the agencies and organizations
involved in Project Alliance. Through the Projett,
agencies.can readily determine who has the specialized
equipment they need and how it can be shared.

This information storage/retrieval capaciEy has been
enlarged to Accomodate various literature reviews which
focus on the information pertinent to special popula-
tions in the outdoors. This function serves two
purposes: to enable participating agencies access to
the literature in their particular field, and to give
interested individuals a comprehensive literature
review.. This literature retrieval Service is one of
bhe.products which the Department of Recreation and
Park Management hopes to operationalize through
Project Alliance.

Information storage/retrieval services are also utilized
in survey returns, budgeting, and departmental concerns.
An initial survey was sent to agenaies and organizations
which deal with services far special populations. The
sufvey sought information Concerning the 'extent of
agency programming, personnel, and capabilities. A
coding scheme was utilized to facilitate information
storage into the computer. Information can be easily

1 4
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updated with the computer as situatiOn4.change. Event-
ually this information with its concomitant ease of
access will allow for-the creation of an Information
matrix, whereby an individual with a particular set of
disabilities can be linked with the most appropriate-
agency in the region. Utilization of survey information
to form the information matrix, equipment sharing, and
literature reviews are but a few of the ideas'which
support the networking concept - a concept in which the
computer plays a critical role.

. The Concept of Networking

Within the context of Project Alliance, networking ,

occurs in three areas: physical, programmatic, and
human. In structural terms, thest various networks
consisl of communication links between the various
participating agencies with the computer system acting
as the hub of the communication. exchange system.
Through'the stafP'of Project..Alliance, assisted by the
computer system, data concerning the physical, program-
matic and human capabilities,.and needs of agencies or
individuals can be determined: The following diagram
illustrates this capabilliy.

DIAGRAM 1
Information Exchange Using Co4uter Technolpgy
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Physical PrOgram Human
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I
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AGENCY/ORGANIZATION
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Computer
Information.

Storage/iRetrieval

Physical

Equipment/Clothing
Required

2. Location/Times
3. Costs
4. Accommodations
5. Transportation

As the Preceeding diagram depicts, information is held'
and sought by both the potential participant and the
Rotential agency or organization offering the service.
In a similar fashion, information is exchanged between

Program

1. Types
2. Outcomes
3. Staffing
4.. Activities

agencies. Information in these cases consists of items
such as: 'available staff, training schemes, confererices
or meetings, specialized equipment, common problems, and
most importantly, a collective sense on how Do solye

, _those problems..
A

Currently, access to the information stores in the
Model 16 system ia limited to Project Alliance staff at
the request of participating agencles. It is expected
that with the use of modems and interactive terminals,
those agencies'or organizations which participate in
Projest Alliance will have direct access to many of the

Human

1. Skill Level
2. Disabilitiesjlealt With
3. Personal SuppOrt
4. Motivation Factors
5. Other Participants

data management, literature review, and statistical
packages now'available. Papsword security will be
imposed to ,maintain confidentiality concerning sensi-
tive business-related information. This interlinkage
between agencies (through the computer) will also allow
for faster communications and information distribdtion. ,

Human Resource Management and Computerg

While much has been said concerning the advantages of
using computer systems, Project Alliance, like many
other business or edueational structures, will be
subjeet to a deterioration of services if the staff
resists ebe technplogy. In optimizing the interface
between people and computer iechnology, managing the



stresseS created bY the ijnflux of computers becomes of
critical imRortance. No only are there stresses in-
volved which deal with c mputer illiteracy2,

but also
stress can be induced 6), the changefactor involved in
the use ofcomputer technology3. In dealing with this
stress, three factors were,recognized as being of t
critical importance: computer literacy, resistance to
change, and operationalizing the computer system. It
was realized that before tbe third factor, operational-
izing the system., could be,reached,.the first twofactors

.of literacy and circumventing the.resistance eo.change
' factor would have to be overcome. These factors were
tt. also deened insidious but present in theadministrative

staff, with the resultant need to develop skills in
managing change as well.as in retaining a balancebetween
technidal skill'and people skills4-

,

To deal with the technostress issue raised when people
meet computers within the context of Project Alliance,
a strategy involving comeuter orientation, progressive
xraining, rehearsal, self-assessment, and a teacher/
trainer network was employed. Project Alliance staff
was encouraged to attend both on and off campus computer
courses to familiarize them with the technology and
nomenclature. In-service.training was provided in
gr.oup sessions with computer timer made available for
indiv ual rehearsal. Individuals were encouraged to
beco proficient with thetystem and to use a self-
assessment format to indicate their level of proficiency.
High levels of motivation were expected and realized
concerning learninethe technology, in part due to the
emphasis placed on college students to become computer
proficient.

Because of the ever-changing nature of eMPloying college
students, it was deemed necessary to train a select
corps of individuals who had a longer-term commitment
to the PrOject. This teacher/trainer network provided
for more computer "time" for the trainer and delegated
some of the teaching respontibilities away from the
administrative staff.

Planning Considerations
4

Concomitant to the impact that computer technology would
have on personnel were tfie additional concerns about the
computer in theeschool. Being the first computer system
exclusively dedicated to-the Department of Recreation
and Park Management, a comprehensive planning process
was employed5. Factors in this process are illustrated

2
Luehrmann, A. "Pre- and Post-College Computer
Education", The Computer in the School: Tlitor, Tool,
Tutee, Editor, Robert P. 'Taylor, Columbia University,
New York, (1980),.446147.

3
Brod, C. "Ilanaging Technostress: Optimizing the Use
of Computer Technology", Personnel.journal, October
(1982), 753-757.,

4
Maynard, W. "Skills Managers Ne0 to Survive",
AdmtDiskrative Management, Mecember (1982), 33-34,
70-71.

5
Cer ello, V. "The Human Resources Management System:
Part 1", Personnel Journal, October (1982), 764-767.

in the following diagram.

DIAGRAM 2
Factors in Implementing a Computer System

Expectations/Requirements

Acquire System

Physical Concerns

Human Concerns

Department/School Demands

Evaluation

11

Ct.

Allow enough time
to adequately plan
and think through
the system

Thoroughly deline-
ate what is to be
expected and re-
quired of your
computer system

'Reputable dealer,
service contracts,
software, total
costs

Location of
system, security,
accessability,
peripherals,
supplies,diskette
storage

Access, training,
operating proced-
ures, checklists,
checkpoints,

*assessment, feed-
back, long-range
needs

Priorities,
expectations,
levels of support,

political concerns

Provide a system
through which you
can evaluate your
entire computer
operation

Using these.guidelines, a minimum of unexpected diffi-
culties were encountered, When unforeseen situations
arose, decision-making was viewed in long-range, depart-
mental terms, whenever possible.
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ConClusion

Project Alliance has provided a uniiue opportunity f6r
lboth the Department of Recreation and Park Management,
at. the University of Oregon and the disabled citizens
of the Pacific Northwest. By assisting those agencies
which work with the disabled in the outdoor environment,
through such areas as data management, information
retrieval, and inter-agency communication, Project
Alliance has successfully integrated copputer technology
with the skills of professional therapeutic and outdoor
recreation specialists. With the aid of computer
technology,.a series ok4communication and informational
netc.ibrks haie been established which contribute to the
effective use of educational, physical, and human
resources. Given the recent-trend of increased par-
ticipation of disabled individuals in the outdoors and
their growing political power6, computer technology can
play an,important role in a holistic approach toward
the handicapped individual.
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INTRODUCINC TYE PROFESSIONAL

OFFICE SYSTn

International Business nachines

(1)rofessional Office System (PROFS) make's good
sense. From a single computer terminal you can get
and send information by pressing only a'*few keys.
PROFS also helps you manage your most valuable re-
source--your time. Although you need some familiaritN
with a computer terminal to use PROFS, You don't need
to fullv understand computer systems. The manuals
for PROFS will help you learn to use your terminal
quickly, and the time")ou save using TROFS will.greatly
outweigh any time you spend learning to use.it.

Processing Schedules

Maintaining calendars, setting up meetings, and
scheduling conference rooms and equipment are tasks
that are simplified when you use PROFS. You can look
at the activities on your own calendar for any given
day or month, and you can also print a copy of your
calendar. In addition to adding new events to the
calendar, you can update your calendar with changes as
they occur. PROFS will relieve you of makingyaany
phone calls just to set up a meeting. Just gives
PROFS the possible timeS and dates, and the names of
the PROFS users you want to have at the meeting, and

search their schedules, find the moat conven-
ient times, and then will help you notify the people
of the meeting. Tell PROFS the,date and time you
want to be reminded for a meeting, appointment, lunch
date, or whatever.-

Opening the Mail

PROFS works,like the "in-Cray" used in your office
today--but it.works elctronically without all that
paper. Your desk is clein. When vu open-your mail,
you see alist of all the contents in your incoming
mail, You cawthen choose what you want to look at
and work with. You can tell if something important
is in the middle of your incoming mail. PROFS will
put your note into the incoming mail of other PROFS
users, ancPii will automatically keep a copy of your
note for yoU.

Preparing.Documents -

Profs.will aid you in si'mplifying the typing of
documents like letters and memos. It will prompt you,
b"ased on the document style you have.chosen, for infor-
mationsuch as to whom you want' to send the document,
the subject, the referencey and the cogy list. After
you have typed your document, PRpFS will proofread,
print, send, file, erase, set aside temporarily, dis-
tribute for review, update, or make the document final.

Proofreading Documents

PROFS checks the spelling of words, it prCides
you with the correct spelling for any misspelled words.
It will look up every word in the text quickly usAng
its dictionaries. If a word is found in one of the
'dictionaries, it is considered correctly spelled.
PROFS provides sevatai dictionaries, it also provides
a United Kingdom version of the basic English diction-.
ary that contains the British-preferred spellings.
You can add several of your own addenda dictionaries
'to dontain wpirds that you commonly use. If you do
not know how to spell 'a word, PROFS can help you find
the correct spelling. It uses a list of _commonly con--
fused words, such as "principal/principle" or "eff.actr,.

affect," If a word appears to be incorrectly used in
the sentence, PROFS can Prommt you with alternative
forms of the word, along with short definitions to
help you decide which one is correct. It also pro-
vides you with a list of words that have the same
meaning as the word you wsh to replace. PROFS can
point out phrases which are cohgidered redundant,
awkward, or too wordy. It shows you the possible
alternative phrase, or informs you that here is no
reasonable replacement.

Searching for Documents

Every document in PROPS is assigned a number so
that it can be located using a variety of search tech-
niques. When You file a aocurent, PROFS automaticall)
adds a mail log'entry for vau. The mail, loz is an
accurate record of your documents. Yhen you search
for documents, vou aie reall) searching your mail log.

How PROFS Works

You usg a disolay terminal to tell PROFP what
to do, PROFS then shows you "menus" with lists of jobs
that it will perform for You. The menu associates
each job listed vith a program function (PF) ke. on
your terminal Iceyboard. You tell PROPS wciat to do

..-by pressing the PF key associated with the job you
want. If You are not sure what to do or hov to do it.
PROFS' gives you "Help" screens to guide you. All you
have to do is press the ass.9ciated FF kev for "Help",

o The madn menu is the first screen PROFS will ihov you.
On the right side of the screen, PROFS shows you:

*time of day
*current month's calendar (today is highlighted)
*day of the year

The rest of the screen sholt you the jobs the PF
keys will perform when you press them.

Processing Schedules
s,

This screen lets you look at and update your
personal appointment schedule or the schedule of
other PROFS users you are authorized to see. You
might be authorized only to look at another person's
schedule but not to update it. PROFS will not show
another PROFS user items you have marked as confi-
tfential,

Adding Automatic Reminders

You use this screen to type in a message that
will automatically appear'on your screen at the time
you want to be reminded, PaOFS will rehind yoU sev-
eral times, if vou.choose, with from one minute to ,
99_minutes between each message. If you like planning
in advance, you can set the message to at:Tear in the
future, even more than a year from now.

Opening the Mail

PROFS shows you summaries of all your incoming
maif. The summaries tontain information about your
mail, such as:

*who sent the mail
*to uhom the mail is addressed

1,8



*subject of the document
*date when action is due
*document number
*document type

PROFS also shows much of the sumpary information .ebout
the document. That gives vou a chance eo quickly
verify that vou are looking at the piece of mail you
wanted to see. PROF5 gives, you a set of jobs that you
can perform on the document, such as:

*looking at' the document text

*filing the document in your person mail log or note
log

'*erasing the document from your) incoming mail
*printing the document
-*looking to see who else has received a copy
*sending the document to someone else with an optional
routing slip for your own personal mesqage

Processing Notes and Messages

You use this screen to send a quick note or
message to another PROFS user. You can look at or
print notes that you have wpitten or received and
filed in your .5ersonal note log. You can also file
notes in different note logs. This method then makes
it easy for you to retrieve notes about a specific 'I'

subject or item.

Preparing Documents

You use this screen to write documents that are
, ,smore formal than notts,or messages. You can:

V

*write a new document using a.predefined, standard
document sityle 4 -
*write a new document using other document styles.
DR! sendS you other stAgs: however, you can also
define your own, as many as you need

*update a draft that you 1.;:ave not yet made final

While writing the document, you can use other PF keys
that allow you to split lines of text, join lines of
text, add lines,.erase lines, and act as tab keys.
In addition, you cap use your IBM editor functions.to
set tabs, find text, copy text, change worn or phrases
or 'get text ftiom other documents. When you have fin-
ished typing y;our draft document, PROFS gives vou'a
powerful proofreading tool. The choice of how you
proofread is up to you. .

Searching Fbr Doclments

You will use this screen to logic for Iocuments
that you have filed in your mail log. YOu can sea'rch
through time spanning from a single day through a

given quarter of the year to a full year. The screen
gives you many choices for searching, and you tan dae
as many of the lines as you want. Once you have typed
in the iftprmation you want to search, PROFS will do
the rest.-

fr
Operating PROFS4:

PROFS operate§ on the following IBM systems:

*System/370 Model 138, or larger
*3031, or larger
*3081

*4321 (model J11).
*4331, cry larger

In addition, the system must have a minimum main stor-

t tif,
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atememory size of4lM bytes, and a Direct Xccess Stor-
age Device (DASD) sunported by irtual !lachine/Svstem
Product (VI/SP).

Installing PROFS

The impact of introducing this much change into
your organization makes it desirable to start with a

.pilot program followed by phased installation by
department or division. The purnose of,the pilot is
to develop the nrocedures, and, If necesSary, the
system extensions to gain the greatest advantage trom
-your office system. Snecific areas which need to be
addressed are:

*identifying Your nilot group

*identifying the document styles you want to use
*identifying your educational requirements
*identifying your machine reouirements

d*identifvino your system data base reouirements

When you install PROrS. You may nee to establish
competency groups (that,isv administ ation center.
word nrocessing centers help cente s) for specialized
tasks.and user as4stance.

Identifying Document Styles

After you have identified the pilot groun, you
need to understand how they communicate, both formally
and informally. Identify all documents used by the
pilot group for formal coMmunications and then analyze
them as to the feasibility of including them in PAOFS.
After you have seleCted documents, review them furthel-.
Identify "boilerrlate" (inforMation that can be re-
peated)'and establish a supoorting file for it. Boil-

, erplate might include such items as:

*letterheads 't

*atithor prafiles

*text foi form letter
*carbon copy lists

. e

,Identifying EducatiOnaI Reoilirement;

The success of PPODS will depend a great deal on
the training your personnel receive., The derth.e-o
which you train your people will vary depending u»on
each personts job definition and needs. °Some of the
areas in which the operations staff will need training
are;

*daily startup procedures fOr PROFS.
*backup nrocedures for the system
*'recovery procedures

*procedures for working vith users
*equipment coordination

You will need to 1,,ive your staff both formal and in-
formal training. You should designate a central con-
tact person for your staff to go to with their PROFS
problems and questions.

Identi6Ting Machine Requirements .

With.pROFS you might need additional machines and
machine features to support your staff. Two primary,
areas are correspondence-quality orinters and terminal-
keyboards. You might want tp consider keyboards which
have upper- and lower-case tenability.

-Identifying S'ygtem -Data -lase Reouirements

r the document styles you want to use have
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been identified, youl ave primarily established your
data base requirements. You must then decide whether
you whtit to, start with a new data base or eo preload'
the data base from existing documents, which May cake
additional time and effort. If fou deci to preload
the data base, you need to establish jus how far back
you want to begin loading the documents. You will also
be faced with questions about how to load the documents
into the PROFS system. In addition, PROFS and VM/SP
running in conjunction with vm/cms make it possible for
you to prevent unauthorized access to your ta. You
are responsible for the selection, Lppl ic ion, de-
quacy, and implementation of these features and t
appropriate application and administrative controls

Responsibilites to PROFS

To help you make the most effective use of PROPS,
IBM prol/ides: ....

*tec trii-Tical support through a oll-free number
*pubtlications about PROFS
*program updates that keep your PROFS programs up to

date .

*publication updates that keer your PROFS publications

. ....., /up to date

Certain things are 'your responsibility. You must:

I*decide how you want to install PROFS
*choose and train everyone who will run or install

PROFS .

I
*decide when to start using PROFS and make sure you
have completed the installation

.*create your own security procedures '
r .

*schedule daily operations and maee sure everyone ,

follcWis tVe. schedule* - -I . *performproblem det ination procedures to isolate a
Ilar problem before c ling IBM .

.

r,, *enter updates o your PROFS programs when IBM sends
them td yo

15

*replac e d
p.1

ublications with new ones sent by IBM
. ,

dates

Beforenimient, each program is tepted thoroughly.
Even so.; errors sometimes occur. It is important to
enter.all the program updates that you receive. Even
though you may not ,be aware of a problem, an twdate:may
not work properly unless all previous updates have'been
entered.

Publica tion Updates °
, ^

From time to time; IBM will also send you changes
to your publications. Make sure that you replace these
pages or books promptly. It is important that this
information be kept up to date--jUgt like your pEograms.

9
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TAKING COMPUTERS INTO THE FIELD
or

How Long is Your.Extension Cord?

* Thomas S, Oatherall
Brigham Youn U iversity

Department of Recreation Managem t and Youth Leadership

The Problem'

The traditional need for computers has been for
administrative office work and because of this
computers have been designed specifically for desk top
operations. The size of the computer has certainly
decreased Trom the gymmasium size Eniac of the 1940's
to the compact microcomputer of the 1970'8 ,which is
about the size of a typewriter, but computer
manufacturers were still missing a crucial need.

4
4

Of all the multifaceted recreation needs for computers,
the.ones that are most often met are the administratite
office procedures such as accounang, records keeping, ,
and word processing: it is true that soma recreation
specialities like tournament schedulint nd computer
camping programs have been served with , existing
microcomputer from the home or office.. .e Atari 400
for example with the membrage keyboard, has,been used
most successfully in.a number of cast settings and its
not unusual to tind an Apple, Commodore, Radio Shack,
Or Atari computer in a recreAtion office,

There arg however, tsimes when° the extension cord just
isn't lohg enough. -Some camp programS have wanted to
take the computem to the nature center or the crqts

/cabin, but no electricity is available in the more
Oemope outposts of camp. The same problem occure when
the computer ^is needed on the playing field, the track

-or stadiuM. To reSolvethe immediate problem,
computeft have had to be located at the e1ectrics1
source and the data is then run from location to
looatiob.

Portable battery powered units have been developed for
some microcomputers, but these computelvs are component

, systems,,that is the disk drive, computer, eyboard and
video display are oftenoseparate units and p tability
is cumbersome. Using them is much like carry around
all the components to a stereo system; the tape deck,

' amplifier, and speakers, rather than'a portable tape
player with earphones.

One person recently took an Apple computer flying with
him in hie. ultra-light aircraft. He used the computer
to record flight data as he experienoed it. The unit
was awkward And took up considerable space, each
separate Apple,peripheralhad to be strapped down and
connected t9 the gpmputer. The pilot did the best.he
could with what As available at the time.

Other portable units developed in the past have either
been data entry, units with no information returned

,

until the unit was connected to the mother system "back
at the office", or were specifically programmed for
single uses and would not fit the general computer
needs of a recreation program. There are some small
hand,held computers with single line liquid crystal
displ aY, but these units,do nOt fip general purpose
computer needs either. They are mostly used for
specific scientific or engineering purposes.

1

The Solution e
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Many companies are now making small integrated portable
computers which can be run off battery packs. The
integrated systems usually contain the keyboard, viddb
output, computer, disk drives and memory in a compact
case similar in size to a briefcase. These systems
vary in price from under $1,800 to elmost,$10,000,
price differences being the result of the peripherals
Which come with the computer. Most systems'have the
Z80 microprocessor'which allows for the CP/M operating
system, they also contain about 64K of RAM memory, two'
disk drives, and plenty of free software.

. A
The form of video output varies and will 4e the most
innovative change that can be expected in the future.
Currently, systems range from 40 character line screens.
to the standard 80 character line which is the most
prevalent in the portable microcomputers. Exceptions
are on the Osborne! I which has a 52 character line
screen (am 80 chafacter line adapter is available) and
the Compucase which has a 40 character line plasma
display in the lid of the attache case. The prospects
for the flat plasma display or liquid crystal soreens
will cause the gortable computer-to become,emen smaller
and appldcable to field wdrk in thefuture.

Users can select "almost any,combination of peripherals
for their portable integrated system. Computers are
available with 16 bit or 8 bit microprocessors, self
,contained printers, disks from 3 1/2 inch Sbny type to
5 1144inch standard size or hard. disks with up to 10
megabytes of storage.

Some portables offer connections to DC automobile
battery through'the lighter in the dashboard and others
have battery packs that can be carried with the
,computer. The more you think you need in the integrated
system, the larger the.cost, so weigh your ndeds
CarefUlly.

The two most competitive portables currently on the
market are the Osborne I and the Kaypro II, both of
these units sell foP $1,795.

Osborne I

The Osborne I is the more established of the two, it
has a plastic case and coptains two 5 1/4 inch single
density floppy disk drives whiCh are formatted
specifically for the Osborne. This formatting,limits
users to the Osborne software unless they ire willing
to make changes in the software as it is entered into
the memory on the Osborne disks.

The video display is a 5 inch screen with lines that
are 52 characters 16ng and 24 lines deep.. The keyboard
has an additional numeric keypad and upper and lower
case letters. The oomputer ha§ two.serial ports, one
of which is desieled for modum-tonnections while the
other can be oonnegted to a printer. Another port is
available for IEEE 488 scientific instrumentation.
The,entire oomputer weighs-24 1/2 pounds and is
slightly bigger than a briefcase.

4*
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One of the most attractive selling points of the
Osborne is the software which is included in, the $1,795
price. This "free" software includes 1) CP/M operating
system, 2) tBASIC, 3) CBASIC, 4) a Word processor '

(Wordstar and Mailmerge), and 4) an electroniTspfead
sheet (Supercalc). All of this together.makes quite an
attractive package for the price..

Kaypro II

Non-Linear Systems of California, has made a very
competUive portable to the Osborne I, called the
Kayprd II. The. Kaypro has a Z80 microprocessor and is
eneased in a metal cabinet which makes it heavier by 1
1/2 pounds than the Osborrie, but it is about de same
size and has the same portability.

The screen on the gaypro is a 9" green phosphor video
with a full 80 character line. It has two double
density floppy disks, formatted to accept any CP/M
single density programs for the Xerox 820 ser:ies, with
is the most-Common for the 5 1/4 inch CP/M. The
keyboard is a superb unit from,Keytronios with a
numeric keypad, cursor movement keys and is detachable
from the computer.

The.Kaypro peripheral ports include one serial-and one
parallel, other ports can be added, as on any Z80 chip
with a saddle socket being inserted between the Z80
chip and the host socket. The saddle socket.can then
branch off for other peripherals such as a hard disk
drive. If ubdrs4want a hard disk unit, the Kaypr6 10 "

is available with one floppy drive and a 10 megabyte a
hard disk on the bottom where the seconCrloppy usually
resides.. The price of the.Kaypro 10 is dnly $1,000
lave than the Kaypro II.

Like the Osborne, the most attractive part of the
Kaypro package is the software. Xaypeo offera 1) CP/M,
2)SBASIC (a compiler basic), 3) aspread sheet
(ProfitPlan) and 4) a full set of Perfect,Seftware
which, includes a powerful word processor &nda 50;000
wofd spelling checker, a database manager and an
electronic spread sheet._ .

Both the Kaypro and the Osborne offer excellent

computers and software for the price, but wh4 makes
them most usable for recreation managers is'Aeir

portability and the applications programs inatided with
the computer:.

Summery,

Portable computers now alibi the "recreation specialist
to take the speed and accuracy of a compute? onto the
playground, athletic field, classroom or cemp. The
more popular management programs are available for most
portable computers and as more portables are used, the
applications programs to fit special creation needs
Will become available as they are n by users in
the field.

HopefUlly, recreatiln departments In the univeraities
will help take the lead in development of software for
recreation. If this can be,done we may see,in the near
Puture,'universities with data banks that are
accessible through the telephone compuelar connections.
These data 1;anks should contain programs ahd
inforMation designedrto fit thoseunique needs of

17

recreltion and supply data on national programs much ."
like the busineSs computer bulletin boards thae are
accessible by telephone do now. Local recreation
programs in %he future should also be able to access
one another for assistance and sharing of data also;
and th/; network 'of national and local resources will
prove to be an advantage to recreation managers and
program directors.

22
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COMPUTER CONSCIOUSVESS AND LEISURE SERVICES

Karla A. Hendersoh, UW-Madison
M. Deborah Bialeschki, UW-Madison

/

Abs,tract

As effective recreatidn, park and leisure services pro-
' fessionals, "computer consciousness" and "computer
literacy"upst become a part of one's professional goals.

'The purpose of this article is to expl in the advan-
ta and disadvantages of computes app ications, ton-

er ions when purchasing a computer, and the future
im.lic ions of computer technology.-

,

/Introduction

Computers are here to stay. They are not just.some
fancy toy or a passing fad. Unless you've been isolated
on some deserted island in the middle of nowhere with no
.communication with the outside world, you probably know
that computers are fhe greatest techIplogical revolltion
to hit society since the invention of electricity. Fur-
thermore, computers are no longer the property of the
technocratically elite, but are available to everyone
from the preschooler to the businessperson to the home-
maker to the'recreation, park, and teisure services pro-fessional. :

You can not avoid computers. The pocket calculator you
use each day is a limited version of a computer. The
bills you receive from your bankcards, utilities, or
magazine subscriptions were probably computer generated
and printed. Your income tax was checked and verified
by a computer. Every time you use a phone, you are us-
ing a computerized system. Many cars are now.equipped
with internal computers to monitor engine Performance.
If you read a newspaper todpy, it was probably computer
typeset. Even'the weather 'report was brought to you be-
cause of sophisticated interchanges between satellites
and computers. It is impossible to escape computers
since they impact upon our personal and professional
lives in many direct and indirect ways.

Many recieation, park, andsleisure services agencies
have begun.to use computers; other's are still contempla-
ting the advantages. If you a e reading these proceed-
ings', it is assumed that you already have a conscious-
ness and awareness of computers; however, a great deal
of basic information is necessary in helping co-workers
(including Board members, supervisors, maintenance peo-
ple, and clerical staff) understand the value and the
justificatidns for the uses (or non-uses)' of computers.
The purpose of this article is to explain the basics of
computer operation, the advantages as well as disadvan-
tages of computer applicatiods, considerations

in making
a decision when purchasing a computer, and future appli-
cations and changes which are like,ly to occur because of
computers.-

Brief Historical Perspectives

Change is as much an aspect of computers of society in
general. Amazing developments are happening in the
world of technology. Computers are but one part of a
whole information technological expansion. Computers
have been around for almost 35 years, but it has oly
been within the past five years.that they have beco e
available to the "masses." The first computers ,ere
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very large, very expensive, 'and very delicate. Today the
capacity of the averape microcomputer is equivalent ta
the capacity of ,those firstcomputers which weighed thou-
sands of pounds and cost hundreds of thousands of dol-
Ilars. If progress had* been made on cars the wav it has
been on computers over the past 35 vearst% Rolls Royce
'would cos,t about $2.50 and would get 100,000 mpg. (Of
course, it would also be verv,verv small!)(Johnson 1982)

As intelligent human beings and as effective recreation,
park, and leisure services professionals, it is. impera-
tive that "computer consciousness" as well as "computer
literacy" are a part of one's professional and personal
goals. Computer consciousness involves an awareness of
,the technological revolution which is occurring. Com-
puter literacv.is used to describe knowing what a com-

,

miter can and cannot do, howicomputers can be.used, and
how they can change our personal and professional lives.
The next sten is computer competency which may or may
not be necessary depending upon if or how a computer i.
used in one's personal life or agency.

The Basic Workings

Computers often seem like mystical machines with
strange fnterworkings. It is'not necessarystpiunder-
stand the intricacies of the machine, but it is useful
to understand the terminology which is used when de7.
scribing and discussing computers.

A computer reear to a special kind of device--an elec-
tronic digital Machine. 4 computer is based on a sy-
stem of O's and l's 'which, when combined in various
ways, mgke numbers, letters, and instructions. One of
the most impressive features of a =flouter is its speed .1
A computer can do more arithmetic in one minute than a
person using a pencil and paper could.do in a lifetime
(Billings timid Moursund, 1979). A computer has melflory
but it 'is not at all like the humantmemory. The com- '

puter memory storage is much like a magnetic tape re-
cording. The data can be erased when it is no longer
needed or it can be stored for years.. However,,a power
source is needed before any storage is possible.

Computer systems are normally used to descTibe all the
components which are necessary for using qomputers.
Broadly conceptualized, comouter systems are,comoosed
of two parts. The first part is the hardware--the
physical, electronic, and'electromechanical devices
that we physically see as computers. The second part"
is software--the programs that control and coordj.nate
the activities of the computer hardware and the,direct
processing of data. The success or failure of any com-
puter application depends on the skill with which these
components are selected and blended.

Computers generally can be classified into three,types:
mainframes, minicomputers, and microcomputers. They
differ in their size, capacity, and cost although all
three can do similar functions:but with,varying speeds
add storage capacities. Mainframe computers cost mil-
lions of dollars and have a capacity for millions of
calculations a minute. Minicumputers are smaller in
capacity but offer the advantages ofigilowing great
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quantities of information. These have generally been
used as business machines. The newest .computer whicH"
is now available to the masses is the microcomputer or.
personalcomputer. The tenacity of these machines is
becoming; greater all the time, although they cannot
handle hilge quanUties of fnformation at one time. For
many functions in a recreation, park, or leisure ser-
vice agency, a microcompuier nay be useful and it would
be particularly usefill far almost all functions Of a
small dePartment.

000I%

For larger departments and big Projects, it may be DOS,.
sible tol"timeshare." Timesharing refers to sharing a
larger cemputer with several agencies or groups. For a
computento be used to peak. efficiency, it must be used
24 hoursa day. When one considers that most calcula-
tions take only seconds, it is evident that a number of
users coUld share a minicomputer pr buy time on a main-
frame.

All compilters work similarly. The three steps involved
are: innut, processing, and output. Input is usually
done directly onto a keyboard since keypunching cards
are becdming a function of the,past. Trie. Prqcessing
occurs in the computer's central processing unit (CPU),
a component*which is in charge of fettAhg, decoding,
and executing instructions. The final step is the out-
put where the results of the computing are displayed on
a screen, printed on paper, or stored,in memory for
future Use.

Other terms which may be usefur to know are:

Chip: thin, flat slice of silicon measuring Up tO .

few tenths of an inch square, containing an integrated
-circuit on its surface.. It is used for processing and
memory in the computer.

Diskette (floppy disk): a flexible disk that rotates
inside a special jacket; diskettes are used to store
information from a microcomputer.

Documentation: the wriften suppcirt material for a com-
'outer or a program.

K: means "1000," It is used'as a measurement of mem-
ory capacity. A computer with 64 K can handle aporoxi-
mately 64,000 characters at any pne time.

Language: In.relation to computers, any unifed related
set of commands or instructions'that a Computer san
accept, or "read."

4

Word procesSing: , A text editor system Tor writinp,
editing, formatting, and storing' letters and reports
prior to printing.

Many other terms are used with computers, but these pro-
vide a basis for beginning to access the usefulness of
computers.

-It is also necessary to understand a bit about compu-
ter languages. It is pbsdible to become ,quite compu-
ter competent and rever;learn a computereprogramming
language since so nuch SOftware.presently exists. How-

I. ever, it is'important*to realize that in the field of,
computer science, languages pxist which programwers
use, Some of these are BASIC, PASCAL, FORTRAN, AND
40GO. . Each language, just like a foreign language, has
its own grammar, vocabulary, And syntax. For most re-
creation, park and leisu're services computer users, it
is not necessary tq know a language but it is sometimes
helpful to have an elementary understanding of how pro-
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grams are written.

Computer Uses in Recreation'

.ride computer applications are currently being'made with
almost unlimited Potentials. Computers are presently
influencing the field of recreation, park, and leisure
services, in two distinct ways. First, computers are
pioviding a great deal of recreation to both adults and
children. SecondlY, computers are aiding in program-
ming and managing leisure services. These managerial
potentials-have only begun to be explored. As indicated
in a study of attitudes'of park and recreation directors
toward computers, professionals hold favorable attitudes
toward computers, but do .not personally have a good un-.
derstanding of computer use,(Shaxpless, 1979)

. Findings
such as these indicate the need for training leisure

service professionals im present computer technology.

Computers're being used as a sophisticated electronic
toy for.many people. The growth in the video arcade
business has been immense. Atari games and the Pro--
liferation of ether similar computer based systems has
dominated the "toy" market. In addition, many children
as well as adults stInd great anotintsaf time develop-
inig their awn 'softwale, swapping software just like
children of 30 years ago used to swap base all cards),
and even attending computer camps ai:d computer fests.
Computers have definitely becote a recreation activity
in and of themselyes even.without busineps and economic
applications. Leisure service professionals must be
-aware of, the.kind of possibilities which exist for the
"wirthy 40 of leisUre"..with computers. It is possible
that some' People may become "humpty- dumpty's" sitting

behind these electronic machines, but it is also pos-
sible that computers are one other oRportunity which

people have for experiencing recreation and leisure in
a non-physical, self-directed atmosphere. This idea
could lend itself to a greatsphilpsophical discussiob,
but for now the awareness of the coMputer's imiact on
personal recreation stiould simPly *be noted.

In a recent, six page ad for-APPLE computers in a news
magazine, 100 uses for computers were listed (Newsweek,
1982). Among some of the current iecreatiohal uses
were: sending letters, cockpirflying simulations,
helping people learn to meditate, information about

growing geianiums, rocking a baby cradle when the baby
cries, predicting the winners of sports events, keeping
-track of exercises performed, teaching relaxation,
keeping a liouor inventory in a bar, learning to read
Music, Computer Merit Badges through the_Boy Scouts,
learning to eat properly, playing chess and other games,
and the list goes on and on. Most of these are related
to personal recreation and leisure. Computers have and
will continue to have a very profound effect on what
people do. It should also be noted (and is discussed
further in the "futures" section of this paper) that
comfrd4ers may free many people to have more time for
other non-computer,recreation'and leisure pursuits.

A great opportunity for colputer upage in recreation,
park, and leisure services lies in its potentia; for
management, programming, and office record keeping.
Right now it is possible to use most existing business.
software for the office and managerial functions which
would be needed by a recreat,ion, park, or leisure ser- '

vice agency. Several comnanies are now developing
software specifically for recreation while much of the
useful software which has been developed for small bus-
inesses can be easily adapted to the leisure services
setting. na ossible management applications exist:
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budget analysis, accounting procedures, payrolling, in-
ventories, -class and league registrations, class and
league scheduling, staff scheduling, employee records,
tree and landscape inventories, mailing labels, word
processing, maintenance records, energy audits, electroL
nic mail, phone answering, typesetting, teaching skills,
staff training, graphics creation, summarizing evalua-
tions, time budgets, bookkeeping, tying into information
services, and the list can go on and On.

Thefirst step for.anyone contemplating the use of a
computer is to determine just what can be Acme for the
agency with the computer. Finding the software which
can do these ttlings comes next. The last step is to
finally purchase a computee that,can rbn that software
or to buy timesharing. Most important, the potential
applications are always the.first thing to consider.

Advantages of Computers

It is evident that there is much that computers can do.
They can provide new ways of grouping data for analysis
and storage. Computers provide' a means for storing
large quantities of information in a'small sPace. Com-

,

puters can communicate with other computer's through a
device known as,a,modem. Computers can eventually free

P the time of people so they can spend this time in other
direct, human kinds of contact rather than in record-
keeping. The Usage is really onLy.-11mited by the-ima-
ginations of the users, the limitations of the mabhine,
the resources available, and the willingness of the
users to learn and apply the technology.

As uSeful and as ibportant as computer technology may
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be, there are a number Of things which computers cannot
and/or will not do:

1

1. A computer will not necessarily save money, at least
not initially. Ih fact, it may cost a bit, due td over-
looked extras such as maintenance, software, peripherals,
and security. 'Moreover, you probably will not, nor
should you, eliminate employees because of a computer.
But, it will provide new ways of doing procedures more
efficiently and thoroughly and will. expand opportunities
for creative use of employees.

2. A computer will not make your agency run right. If
problems exist, a computer may- only make them worse. .

- However, a computer will provide better and faster ways
of doing what you alrea,dy do right.

3. A compuier will not solye every problem. A lot of
important decisions go beyond the bottom line. The
answers may require a subjective evafuation, somAing
that computers cannot do. Computes are-a tool to be
used appropriately and judiciously: They do not, how-
ever, provide the"only, right" answer for a problem.

4. A computer will.not run itself: It takes e'dedica-
ted group of.individuals to make a Computer run right.
Ueilizing that group of people can make the difference
between successful and not-so-successful-computing.

5. A computer will not always be righE. The informa-
tion it puts out is only as gopd as the information that
is put into it. Human judgment is still the most im-
portant ingredient bf computer usage.

6. A computer wija not protect itself automatically.
The information that you put into a computer can be
stolen or destroyed by anyone else unless safeguards
are installed. In addition, computers can be manipu-.
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lated; you must make sure you or vour.taff are managing
the system.

7. A.computer will not meet all As own needs. A,wellg
operated computer systen reouires attentlon, from the
temperature of the environment to the maintenance sche-
dule. A little preventive maintenance can eliminate a
lot of costly downtime.

8. A computer will not become obsolete. Certainly;
there will be new and improved computer systems, apd the
features will become faster and more powerful: But as
Zong as the system is cost effective and provides the
services your agency needs, its obsolescence Is only a .

state of mind (Makower, 1932).

leis essential that one understands the boundaries of
computers. Computers only do what they are programmed
to do. Imprecise reouests simply will not be understood.
Currently, almost all computer input is based on typing .

and not on handwriting or voice input. It takes time.to
get information into a computer system. Initially, very
little time may be saved; however, much more.can be done
with the data that are entered., Computers require that ,

we classify, categorize, and quantitize data before It
can be used. Not all information can be treated.in Chis

'

manner. Input must be able to be used td formulate out-
put. People make mistakes on Computerscomputer output
is by no means correct all the time. 4For example,'a conr

1

puter cannot comprehend subjective relationships Among
multiple pieces of data.

Communication with computers iS not as easy as it may
appear. It is not easy to arogram into computers many
of the things which people find easy to do: aisociative
reasoning, retrieving relevantipast experiences, dis-
tilling intelligence from masses of data, or leaping in-
tuitiliely to or guessing intelligently at solutions to
comple4 problems. Human Charafteristics can never be
duplicated in a computer, although comauters can pro;..ide .

information and data to enable:better decision-making.

Decisions About'llising_Computers

A computer is a big purchase and is not thetype af pur-
chase which can be made without a great deal of-careful
thought.Several steps are npcessary'in Faking the de-
cision:

1. Review your present operation for sizing. Determine
how large your agency enrollments, budgets, inventoiies,

etc. are so'you cad' more accurately decide how large a

computer system you will need and what the benefits
might be for its use.

2. Set goals/objectives and Criteria for what a comput-
er can do. This ma Y be one of the most-difficult tasks
since it is the crux of all decisions% Do not buy a
computer or buy timesharing and then decide how to use
it. The applicatiOns and uses must be determined first.

c

3. Find a vendor and locate software sources. It will
be necessary to consult with more'than one vendor to

determine what is the best buy and who will provide the
most support services.

4. .Design an imnlementation schedule to determine how
you will begin to use the computer and its software. It
is possible to do everything at once, so decide systems- ,

tically how you will begin to use the system within your
agency.

5. Begin implementing applications with a continual



emphasis on evaluating and adding potential software.

The following list provides some adaitional guideline_
.fdr selecting a system from amonp thetv'ariet'e of con-%
puters and peripherals which are on the market. It 's
paramount to first Consider, however, the objectives")
for us,ing the cbmputer 'end the softwarei.or programming
which is available.

1. Which.nachine will fit the software applicable to
your plans? .

2. What Size of machine is needed td run the software?
a. CPU/disk memory
b. screen site
c.. printer width

3. Is the machine expaddable; can more memory be.added
if needed'?

.4.4. Bow easy is, the machine and software to Use? /s
training available? , 1.

5. What dealer support is available?
a. Can a machine be borrowed in the event

of breakdown2
b. Can the shop do its own componebt-level

repairs? Ifnot, how long ,does,it take to
send thg machine out? Wha; is the cost of
service?. *,

c. Does the dealer know enough about computers
to help get the software running?

A
d. Does.the_dealer know of other agencies!

businesses in the area who use the same
.

machine arid/or software?
e. What is thd vendor's' reputation? 11efer-v

ences.

6. What is the warranty and does the shop offer any
kind'of extra service contract?

7.k Will this machine brand s ill be around in fiOr---
years?'

8. What aspects comRrise a good packaged program
(software)?

a. wide application.
b. menus (list of choices to take you through

the program),
c. good documentation '(explanation).
A. local dealer support.
e. user words and format.
f. updatjng.(or correcting).
g. easy,backup.
h. a hotline tC) call for 1.1.elp.

1. potential modifications.
'J.^ training opportunities.

In summary, shopping around for A trustwothy dealer
may be a major part of the computer impleffentation pro-
cess. Make-sure you understand the dealetand especial-
ly find out how yod or your staff can bp trained in the
use of the computer. Bd sure to "test drive" the com-
jguter and thq'software which you wish*.to purchase. Make
sure the factors such as memory capacity, storage sy-
stem, display screen, keyboard, interfaces, and docu-
mentation are appropriate for the use you will wake of
the computer and the software. It is important to re",
member in all cases: cost does not necessarily equal
price. Beyond the initial outlay for a computer, print-
er, and software, the greatest.cost is learninK. Once
the learning occurs, however, the poten'tial is'unlimit-
ed.

,
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Computers in the Future
0

What lies ahead in this computer industry? It is evi-
dent that computers are here to stay. In fact, in many
ways the fdlure is NOW when it cotes to the next gendta-
tion of computers. The demand for new product§ is un-
velievable. Ohen a computer is selected "Man of the
Year" by a major news magazine and the 80's are dubbed .

the "decade of the computer," it is evident that we h`ave
only seen the beginning of what is possible.

Computers will cOntinue to become more sophisticirted and
powerful. Already the market is teemieg with many
brands and numerous possibilities for improvements. It
is also likely that the prices for computer systems will

,go down somewhat, although,what may really happen is
that Computers will get better and one will get more for
the same amount Of money. New products win become
available every day and software will become increasing-
ly abundant. The size will become small enough that a
microcomputer system may be booksize. The explosion in
the memory c g.pacity of computers willcontinue to occur.
In fact, el4Ttronic circuits will give microcomputers
rapid access to almost 144.r. billion units of tnforma-
tion which is ecluivalene'to the number'of nerve cells in
the human brain responsible for memory (Makower% 1982).

Electronic mail will bpcoMe commonplace in the future. .

The postal service Will be edged out_as it becomes more
and more'expensive and inefficient. Computers will be-
come the means for important, fast commhicSiing between
individuals and agencies.

The "digdtalization" of America is not far away. A uni-
versal code forjnformation (using O's and l's) will al-
low all elements such as phones, televisions, computers,
and satellites to be used compatibly. This will Create
even'mord convergence in the society where distance will
no longer be a problem. You could Play a chess game
with a partner in Japan by using computers and"satel-
lites. Or you could register for a'recreation class by
programming your television set. The implichtions for
information dissemination and leisure education are
immense.

In the very near future, computers will no loriger re-
quire only keyboard input. 'It will be possible to speak
to a computer and have the information recorded. It
will then become possible for phones, telecopiers, com-
puters, and people.to "converse" with one another. Com-.
puters will be able to speak and to listen to human
voices.

Artificial intelligence or the ability of the computer
to make decisions and take actions on its own, is belpyA
billed as the second computer age. Computers may act
as intelligent assistants in making specialized Manag
ment decisions. This may not occur in the next year,
but it is possible within the decade with the current
tate of change'(MakdWer, 1982).

These changes will noi occur without^creating societal
changes. Ii is predicted by 1990 some 60% of all jobs
Will require familiarity with computers (Griffith,
1982). Park, recreation, and leisure services are not
likely to escape this trend. All professionals and
staff will need to have this familiarity with computers. -

If within the'next three to five years, computers are .4

able to understand voice commands, great changes will
occur among clerical staff. It is also possible thAt
computerized robots could do many of the common main-
tenance functions now performed by unskilled laborers.
What implications this will have to the,management of



recreation, park, and leisure services as computers
tinue to.transform the workplace!

The impact on personal recreation and leisure.of compu-
ters cannot be overlooked, particularly by Leisure ser-
vice professionals. Electronic communities which link
people together for specifiepurposes may change some of
the ideas we haviabout leisure end recreation. Comput-
ers will provide easy access, maximum personal freedom,
a varietyPof ways to participate, novelty cdmbined with
continuity, supportive but not a confining environment,
evolutionary changes, and the opportunity for adventure
and not escape (Jennings, 1982). Computers will also
.put information power into the hands of the masses and
not just institutions. The potential for decentraliza-
tion is definitely available. This decentralization will
need to be considered hy leisure services professionals
from a variety of perspectives. For example, if people
have the oportunity to work at home with a computer, it
is likely that they will choose to recreate other places
in the cOmmunity (Toffler, 1980).

Lt is also evident that computers will create gocialprob-
lems with which we are not equipped to deal. Because
df computers, many people may not need to work a tradi-
tional 40 hour workwee. How will these people be taken
care of? .What.will they do with their free time? How
will the.society's values concerning work, leisure, and
meaningful activity change? The economy may need to be
completely 'restructured". Answers to many of these ques-
tions which Are being raised are not yet available. How-
ever,.it is very-likely that leisUre behavior will become
An important influence on the answers to these questions.
As leisure service specialists in the area of parks and .t

recreation, it is essential that.we have expert advise to
offer. Therefore, the recreation, park, and leisure ser-
vices.professidnals'computer consciousness will influence
bany_of the suggestions which will.be offered.

No one' can accurately predict.where this computer tech-
nology will lead or what its full iipact will be. It
opens the doors to A new world, but it also threatens a
familiar one. the computer age must be understood. Al,
ready a whole genefftjon of children is growing up-and
takinrcomputer technology for granted. Computers can
help people to enjoy life and to perform jobs more effec-
tively. While there are many things which computers can
do, there are also many things which they cannot do: The
wisdom lies in knowing the difference betWeen what ma-
chines can do and what can only be done by.a human being.

a
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COMPUTERIZED INSTANT $CHEDULING:
"HAVING YOUR CAKE AND EATING IT TOO"

7-
Brian M. aderlie, Brigham Yourfg University

Abstract

° Recent literature shows that there are definite advan-
tages to both instant scheduling and computerized sched-
uling. --This paper describes a scheduling process that
combines advantages of both instant scheduling and com-
puterized scheduling; this process is designated comput-
erized instant scheduling.

Introduction

'A major responsibility of any intramural or recreational
siorts staff is that of scheduling competition for all
sPonsored activities. Instant scheduling, a somewhat
new approach, has been popularized throughout the coun-
try. As described by universities which use this sched-
uling process, instant scheduling places moSt of the
scheduling responsibility.on the teams and allows. the'

.staff to use this extra time to improve other areas of
the program.

,
A

On the other hand, computerized shceduling, an even
more recent innovation for the scheduling process has
established itself in the recreation field. The compu-
terized scheduling process is a method of allowing an
unbias computer to schedule teams and to track student
participation, game results, team standing, etc. It
also provides, ways of easily printing schedules to post,
season schedules for teams, and score sheets to better
manage each game.

As tan be readily seen, there are definite advantages to
both instant scheduling and computerized scheduling.
Logically, if an intramural department was.able to some-
how combine the advantages of these two methods and'
develop a new process, say--computerized instant sched-
uling--they would have in their possession a more sup-
erior form of team sports scheduling.than' either instant
scheduling or computerized scheduling could provide.

: Related Literature

According to Maas, it:Stant scheduling 'of intramural
Sports ,has become iricreasingly popular in the past few
years- The movement apparently began in California,
with the University of California at Berkeley and the
University of California at Davis being two schools who
were early users of this scheduling process (Maas:26)

Maas describes instant scheduling as a process which .
places the brunt of the scheduling responsibility On
the team.

In "instant scheduflng" the team representatives
Come in to sign.upteaims as usual but go to bul-
letin boards Where schedules for various divisions/
classes are posted tor each day of the week, sched-
ule their team,'copy their schedule down and leave.
The process is finished. (Naas:26)

,

The University of North Carolina--Chapel Hill has also
found the instant scheduling process to be a big suc-
cess.

What we have developed at UNC 44 basically a week
by .week, ever chauging self-scheduling strategy.

Typically, all the possibleplaying areas and times

%.
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for a given sport are posted at the beginning of
the'season on a large board. Team captains can
then enter their teams to play at the most pre-,
ferred time, providing that time slots remains
for their chosen divisions of play. (Pomerantz:22)

Computerized scheduling, as of yet, is not as wide-
spread or popular as instant scheduling. l'owever, with
the pressure of the computer being felt more and.more
in all aspects of our lives, the use qf computers to
schedule and manage intramural sports competimon will
no doubt increase.

Holley describes computerized scheduling as a method
*-of scheduling intramural teams which has reduced paper-
work involved in the scheduling process and has freed
UD staff members to better serve the students and the
program needs.

When a team'enters an activity, the coach fills
out an entry form. This includes all team sta-
tistics, names, student numbers, telephope numliers,
etc. Each team is assigned a division (e.g. com-

,petitive or noncompetitive) and league. The team
information is then entered into the computer via
the CRT (computer terminal) screen in the intra-
mural office. This is the master record from
which all other programs will function. ,The mas-
ter ecord will track individulas and teams, keep-
ing vital statistics on all they do in intramurals.
(Holley:20)

Methods

The computerized,instant scheduling process is a cam-
bihation of the instant scheduling and the computerized
scheduling processes and involved the following steps:

1. The graduate assistant in charge of the activ-
itY gathers all informati6 regarding field
Availability (days and times), number of
expected teams'in each division, length of
season, etc.

2, The coriPlete season is then scheduled by use,
ofa computer program developed by PDSI, Inc.,
(6,7 games per teAm). (V,Thy be tnconvienced

each week when you.can be done with tt all at
once?)

'3. Any number of copies oI a season schedule can
then be produced by-just a touch of a button.

4. Beginning with the 'first day'of classes a
team captain can come in.during office hours
and enter a team. During the entry process
the team captain: a) Fill but entry form
listing the team demographic data. 0 Select
appropriate division (len's-, Women's, Indepen-
dent), c) Pre-classifies the team within an
estimated ability level, either 1A, 2A, 3A,
or 4A. This will better insure similar cot-

'petition throughout the season. d) Selects
a schedule within the chosen ability level
that will best suit the team members schedules
(instant scheduling).

5. ,The schedules are printed on 8 1/2 x 11" 'paper
with holes punched to fit in a three-ringed
binder. Two conies of the season schedule
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are placed in 6 binders entitled Monday, Tuesday, Wed-
nesday, ThurSday, Friday, and Saturday. Within each
binder the schedples are arranged according to playing
time 18:00, 1900, 20:00, 21:06, 22:Q0. The first copy
is given to the team captain whilesthe second is sta-
pled together with the entry form and given back to the
graduate kssistint fot entering into the computer. '

6. After the team captain has entered the team
and receives their schedule there is no need
for further contact between 'office personnel
and the team.

7. To better inform participants a schedule is
produced weekly by the computer and is posted
in six key locations around campus.

8. If a duplicate schedule is needed, the compu-
ter program can repfoduce one in seconds)

9. At the end of the season each team still

eligible is reclassified either 1A, 2A, 3A,
or 4A according to the ratings they had re-,

cieved druing seasonal play and plaed in
their respective tournament division.

0

Conclusion

Instant scheduling has qtickly become a viable and pop-
ular method of efficiently scheduling intramural team
sports. Many intramural programs have found this
method to be successful for their,programs. On the
other hand, computers and campUterized scheduling

are quidkly becoming the 'ways of the future, if not
the present. By combining these two methods into
the computerized instant scheduling process, one has
all the advantages of instant scheduling along with
the efficiencies and capabilities of the computer. In
essence, we have our cake and eat it 'too.
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RDECIS:,A RECREATION MANAtEMENT DEC:SION SIMULATION
Robert T. Watts, Idaho State University

Abstract
.t7

Participants in a rec.reation management
computer simulation are managers and staff of
selected recreation organizations. Each
playing period they must make decisions which
will a",.,.'. the opezation of their
organization. Abbreviated player instructions
and guidelines for running the, computer
simulation a_re presented. The computer
program is listed with sample input and
output.

Introduction

The world of simulations is well establishei.
This w2rld includes its own, socie;ies ,

J-ournals , werous other publications', and
even a bit of academic' public relations
(-Jacobson,' 19'9). Computer simulation is a
major part of this world and includes a number,
of computer lansgtages developel sprifically

, for the purpose of doing simulations .

Researchers in the.applied discipline.of parks
and recreation have been late entries into the
world of computer simulatiOns but the benefits
of this method are rapidly being recognized.
both as a research technique and a management
tool (Gueter, 1969; Shechter, 1975; McCool et
al, 1977; Stnes, 1979;). Computer
simulattons save time, money, and provide the
student and researcher with opportunities to
participate in experiences which, in all
probability, they would not be able oto do
easily in "real" life. Because of this the
use, of computer simulations as a teaching tool

in parks and recreation is beginning to take
place (Kamp, 1979; Watts, 1979; Manning,
1.950).

Many computer simulations used today which
relate to.parks and recreation are in outdoor
recreation or sports. There is a need for

' this tool to be appled to municipal and agency
paiks and recreation management. . This is
esOcially true because of the iftapact of tax
initiative programein a number of States and
the _resulting trend tc7,d the use -of
cost-benefit data 'as an aid in the
decision-making process.

PUrpose

The compufer simulatiod, RDECIS, evolved fróm
a management decision game developed by Joseph
Nordstrom (1971) and made available through
the Hewlett-Packard contributed libo4ry:
While RDECIS is not sdphisticated enough to
aid in real management decisions it has been
useful in , the classroOm for stimulating
thinking, discussion, and research.
Recreation management decision making models
and the use of the computer provide students
with an opportunity to make decisions

, routinely made by the recreation tanager which
woulT normally happen over a. period of several
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years; The simulation allows several
individuals or teams to participat.e over a,
simulated p&riod of time and to see how the
dectsi,ons, of one 'will affect another. This
allows one to see the ramifications of these
decisions and encourage the student to
consider more carefully many of the major
variables involved in th-e operation of a
recreation facility.

The simulation, or educational game, can be
played for any number of periods -or trials.
'Each period can be designAted asa day,' week,
month or otner length of,time which meet,s
ee's purpose.

Scenario

'You are on the pamagement team for a
recreation facility' in a medium size
metzopolitan, area and in competition with
oth6r recreation facilities public, private,
and commercial. For this simulation each
facillty is similar in nature, providing a
maximum of, 30,000 scheduled participant-hours
activity per month.

The budget for the year is $720,000,. oc
$60,000 per month. Of this mount $35,000 is
for staff, utilities, supplies, bond
repayment, and other fixed costs. .Tha,t leaves
an additional $25,000 . which is ,related
directly to pro-gram costs. -

Yo'ur objective is to gener'ate enough revenue
to balance the budget Or be faced with'closinig
the facility and losing your job. At the same
time you must keep the cost-per-partiCipant

' low enough to be competitive in the local
market.

Player Instructions

You are a memben of a closely'knit,management
team that is competing dtrectly with'several
other organizations and agencies for a share
of the parka and recreation maxket. All of,
the orghnizations and agencies are, selling,
whether directly or indirectly, a service that
is similar: recreation. Fees charged and
promotional_ effont are the key elements
affecting the number of participants which
participate'each month. Success results from a
carefUl assessment 4f the market demand,
competitior'a activities, sound program
.planning, and control.

Each lieriOd you musA determine and report:
(1) the average fee to be charged foi- yoUr
oeganization's activities, (2) promotion
expenditure, (3) number of scheduled.
participant-hours each period, (4) maximum
number of pertioipant-hourrs whieh the facility
can be scheduled': (5) amount of investment in
planning and research, and (6) amount of
investment in'professional staff development
(see Tigure 1).
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These decisions,,in the form of data, will be
put into a computer simulation which
represents a cotpetitive market situation and
the results will he given back to you by the
Recreation Director. Your team's results will
be detarmined by: (1) -your team's decisions,
(2) your competitor's decisions, and (3)
market conditions. Addi'tionally, there will
be some random variation.

A Sample Run

Results of each team's decisions are measured
in terms of: (1) number'of participant-hours,
() program costs, (3) admin- istrative costs,
and (4) cost-per-participant hour. In
addition, total number of participant-hours,
or market, and average number of'
participant-hours per, team/organizatiop are
presented (see Figure 1).

Guidelines for Running
' The Computer S.imulation

The instructor, or "Recreetion Director,"
determines how many times tile simulation will
be run and tht length of time represented by
each period. For example, the simulation
might be run once each class period for one or
two weeks; or it might be run once each week
for 'a semester. The simulation can be run 10
or moe times in one class.period although the
author has found this method to be the least

Each computer run can be designated to-equal
any length of time, such as a day, week, month
Or year. The decisson should ,be based upon
the setting and purpose for using the
simulation. RDECIS is set for one month
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Student teams are formed. A team manager is
picked by the team or the instructor and 6ther -

team Inembers are given rOles to play. Often
teams will identify with real organizations in '
the community such as the YMCA, commercial
sports center, or a municipal community
center: Another method to designate each

biteam to represent tne same kind of
establishment such ab four different municipal
swimming pools in a,large community or four
different community centers.

Team member's play their role, gather
supporting information, and make decisions
which they think most appropriate.

The "Recreation Director" gathers team ,

decisioris in the form of data (see Appendix A) .

whiCh are entered into the computer. On the
computer -program listing (Appendix B) data
staterients for four teams begin at line 1030.
The number of data stal:ements must equal the
number of teams participating'and this number
must ,be enterAd manually on line 110; N equals
the number of teams Participating. Line 120
must be changed manually after each-period of
play s P equals the current period of play.

The simulation runs on a Hewlett-Packard 3000.
It is written in HP BASIC which may be
translated into other BASIC dialects. The
program is not long and could be modified to
run on a microcomputer. Th9 author uses a HT
2521A -terminal to enter new data, enter the
weighted data (see line 1130),*and to change
the .period of play on line 120. This takes
just a moment using the- local terminal mode
and built-in editor functions. Most computers
and terminala-provide similarly quick ind easy
methods for modifying-line statements.

RDECIS
PERIOD 0

AVE.; - SCHED. PART. MAX. PART. , PLAN. f
TEAM FEE PROMO. HRS. PER MO. MRS.PER.MO. RESEARCH PROF. DEV.

1 -0 o O 30000
30000
30000

O 30000

TEAM # PUT.HRS 'PROG. COSTS ADMIN COST
re.

cosT-PART.HR.

o 1 254 35000 36254
2 3254 35000 , 16254
3 1254 35000 36254
4 1.254 .35000 36254

TOTAL NO. PARTICJPANT.HOURSPER MONTH 0 )

Alt. NO. PART..HOURS ER MpNTH, PER TEAM 0

*

1130.
1140
1150
1160

* WEIGATED

DATA 0 , 0
DATA 0 , '0

DATA 0 , 0

DATA 0 , 0

DATA

,

,
,
,

US,ED

0
0
0
0

NEXT:PERIOD

, 0
, 35000

, 0 , 35000
, 35000
, 0 3.5000

* *

,

, 0
, o
, o

Figure*l. ,Data for.current period.
Results for _currhnt peridd.
Weighted data used next period.



Results of each computer run, or simulation,'
may be returned to team meanagers immediately,
at the first of next class, or at a mutually
agreed upon time and place. ?reparation
begins for the next series of'decisions and
the process repeats itself.

Weighted d&ta which are used in calculating
results for the next peribd o.f play are
figured automatically by the computer. They
must be re-entered after each play as data
statement's starting at line 1130 (see Figure
1). As with the team data stattaments one must
be sure the number of weighted data statements
equsals the number of tvams

Modifi?ations

A variety of 661ifications could be made to
the RDECIS comput'er program. Data entry
techniqueslormight be changed . so team members
could ezte?. their own organizations name and
data. Printed output could be changed so team
membei-s receive 'only their own results.
Graphics could loe used and data files added'to
keep all team data as play progressed through'
the. semester. Variables could be changed or
added to make the simulation more complex.
Weightings used for each perfod could be
changed to increase or deerease the impact of
different variables. The additipn of real
data and more sophisticated, variables would
enhance the simulation grt>atly.

Conclbsion

RDECIS has 'been useful as an. alternative
method to stimulate .critical thinking and to
enhance the learning process. At appropriate
times it can be used in conjunction with
readings and other resource material as
concepts are discussed and applied. The use
of teams generates active group participation
and social interaction. Role playing is not
always a successful metbod for all individuals
but for many it is a way'to identify wi,th a
task and make it more meaningful. Often there'

I.

Class
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are surprising results when some class
members, especially the quiet ones, take their
roles very seriously.

Notes

1

Tne Society for Computer Simulations,. P.O.
Box 2223 D. La Jolla, 92013; Nortn
American Simulation and Gaming Association,
Box 100, Westminister Coll4e, New
'filmington, ?A 16142.

4

,

Simulation and Sames. Sage Publi.c.a.tions.
- Inc., 275 South Beverly Drive, Beverly

CA -90212; Simulation. Published by .gthe
Society for Computer Simulation; SIMAGES.
?ublfshed by the North American Simulation &
Samin5 Association.

3 ?or example, see Simulation and Games:.An
ERIC Bibliography, edited by Donald R.

Cruickshank and Ross A. Telfer. ERIC
Clearinghouse on Teach,er, Education, Suite
;616, One Dupont Circle, Washington, DC 20036;
or Simulation and Gaming Reference, Creative
Computing, Sept./Oct. 1973, pp. 72 and 32.

A 4 For example:, GPSS, GERTS, GAS?, SLAM,
SIMSCRIPTII, TUTSIM, DYNAMO.

5
This recreation facility is loosely based

upon a hypothetical ,one which has the
following programmable areas: an indoor
swimming pool, gymnasium,
rac courtsquetball/handball and f%ro
multipurpose rooms. In the classroom we try
to conceptualize the team's facility in one of
two ways: (1) the instructoT picks a facility
in town with which students are familiar and
each team pretends to manage that facility, or
(2) we choose "four different recreation
facilities in town, assume they are similar in
size, and each -team manages one of the
different faciaities. Students : seem to
role-play more easily when thdY can identify
with a real facility.

Appendix A

RDEdIS

RECREATION'DIRECTOMS FORM

Number of Teams

Date

Director

rocation Designation Team 4 Fee Promo. Part, Hrs. Max. Hrs. Research Prof. Dev.

DATA
.

,

.

, DATA
.

: .

.

DATA
.

N

,

, -

DATA
.1 s
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Appendix B

RDECIS
10 REM *** RECREAl!'ION FACILITY MANAGMENT SIMULATlION IF**
23 REM *** ADAPTED FROM H? TIME-SHARED 'PROGRAM. LIBRARY ********30 REM

, 36065: DECSN (A606) REV B 9'71
40 REM *** BY B. T. WATTS, IDAHO STATE UNIV., POCATELLO, 19'9,92
50 REm *************** ** *,* * * ****** ***********************************
60 REM 'NTTIALIZE SIMULATION *****************
70 REM *** Nm- NUMBER OF TEAMS. THIS :TIMBER MUST BE THE SAMS AS THE
80 REM NUMBER OF DATA 'STATEMENTS WHICH BEGIN AT LINE 1030.
93 REM *** Fm PERIOD OF ?LAY. EACH ?LAY SIMULATES ONE M6NTHT- ? MUST130 SEM BE CHANGED MANUALLY FOR EACH PERIOD OF PLA.Y.
110 Nm4

,120 Pm0
130 REM ****4* READ & PRINT STUDENT'S NEW DATA ***********
140 REM *** Am DATA STATEMENTS BEGINNING AT.LINE 1030. SET FOR 3.TEAMS
150 REM *** Cm WEIGHTED DATA. BEGIN,NING AT LINE'1130. THE NUMBER OF
160 REM DATA STATEMENTS OS': EQUAL N AND BE RESET AT THE
170 REM START OF A NEW.GAME.
180 REM *** Bm ADD NEW DATA AND WEIGHTED DATA.
190 REM 4** Mm RESULTS FOR EACH PERIOD
200'REM
210 DIX A7.3,71, 31
220 PRINT "PERT 7;P
230 'PRINT
240 MAT READ ArN,7]
250 PRINT TAB(75);"AVE.";TAB('19);"SCHED.

PART.";TAB(33);"MAX. 11,ART."0 '
TA8(47);"PLAN. &"

250 PRINT "TEAM";TAB(6)';"FEE";TAB(11);"PROMO:";TAB(19);"HRS.
PER MO."&

270 PRINT TAB(33);"HRS.PE-R.MO. ";TAB(47);"RESEARCH";TAB(57)0
"?ROF. DEV."

250 PRINT
290 FOR TO N
300 ' PRINT IiA:I,2];A[I,3];TAB(20);AID,4].TA8();
310 PRINT ALIo5.1;TAlq50);A[I,6);TAB(58);;,[1,7j
320:NEXT I
330, REM ***** * ENTER NEW WEIGHTED DATA FROM LAST PERIOD-& CALCULATE
340 1EM INCLUDING RANDOM GENERATION USING FEE AND PROMOTION
350 TO-0
560 PRINT s
370 DIM C18,61
380 MAT READ CEN,6]
390 FOR I-1 ITO N
400, IF-A[I,3]>-500 THEN 450
410 LET H[I]=A[I,2]*2
420 GOTO 440
430 1,ET REI]=A[I,2]*4

-440'. LET X=0
450 FOR Jn1 TO (N*P)
460 LET X=RND(P)+X+J
470 NEXT J
480 LET H(I]-1J.I1-.1*RND(P)
490 NEXT I
500 REM CALCULATE EFFECT OF FEE
510 FOR 1=1' TO N
520 xr1.0
530 ylI ,0
540 , IF A1I2:<=10 THEN F[I]=-555
550 IF ArI,2.>10 THEN F[I],4444
560 IF Ap

1.,2,>=25THEN FrI]-11,
570 IF A I,2.>45 THEN F[i].-4521
580 IF A[I,2 >75 TMEN 600
590 GOTO 650
600 F[I]t-4567
61,0 LET 1110-2222
620 LET Y I -543
650 NEXT I



'RDECIS
640 REM **************** CALCULATE 4ESULTS ?OR THIS PERIOD *4*******
650 REM **************** AND 'ri,IGHTSD DATA USEDNEXT PERIOD *******
660 DIM M.3,5]

\
570 FOR :=1 TO '.:

630 LET M_I,.1.;=.
690 IF A.1,4]=0 THcn,750
700 ,LET ll:T.,21=Ar.'z4]*.5)+;A:I,311*'4)*('T:I

, 710 sIF THEN 730
720 GOTO 760
730 LET M_I,2]=A'.1',4]
740 ' GOTO 760
750 LET M1,21=0
760 REM ***** ;*.**!*** FAC.CAP.;ACT.HRS.-;& PROG.COSTS **********
770 IF ArI.41=0 THEN 330
750 IF A1.1,4]<10j00 THEN 31.0
790 LET ir1,31=(A:1,4]*.66)+(Ar1,3]*.66),3345
SOO GOTO 850
310 LET.Mr1,31=(Ar1,4]*.9)+(A.:1,3]*.9)+5345
320 GOTO
330 LET M 1,3]=A,I,3]+1254
340 REM ************ CALCULATE RESEAPCH COSTS
850 LE,T CrI,3 =C:I,3]+(AEI,6)/1.5)+YEI]

,

360 1,ZT C1I,2 -(.935*C.1,3)...e10]...x11]
370 LET M7.I.;..7.=MI,3)+A7I,6.1/3;01.1,3]-/3
830 REM CALCULATE PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT *******
396 LET C7I,61=.4*C77,6]+A7.1,7]
900. LET MII,41=C'1,5 +(.2*CEI,3))+(.2*11.I,6])+(.75*C'I,4J)
910 q,ET 0rI,41=ArI,3
920' LET 07175 =A7I,5 +5000
930 LET'CrI,1 =ArI,3 *.33
940 LET M71,5 =p171',3]+MEI,4]+i7.1,3., MEI,2]+1)
950 LET Ta=TO+MI-,2.1
960 NEXT I 6
970 REM *********** ***** PRINT RESULTS F R THIS PERIOD
930 PRINT "TEAM ";" 41- PART.HRS";" VROG. COSTS";" ADMIN COST";
990 PRINT ", q0,STPART.HR."
1000 PRINT
1010 FOR I=1 TO N
1020 'PRINT MII,1];TAB(10);1CI,2];TAB(24), 1,3];TAB(40);MI_I,4];TAB(&52)0E1,5]-
1030 NEXT I

1040 PRINT
1050 PRINT "TOTAL NO. PARTICIPANT HOURS PER MONTH";TO
1060 PRINT "AVE. NO.°PART. HOURS PER MONTH, PER TEAM";TO/N
1070 PRINT
1030 DATA 1,0,0,0,30000,0,0
1090 DATA 2,0,0,0,30000,0,0
1100 DATA'3,0,0,0,30000,0,0
1110 DATA 4,0,0,0,30000,0,0
1120 REM'
1130 DATA 6,0,4,0,35000,0
1146 DATA 0,0,000,35000,0
110 DATA 0,0,6,0,35000,0
1160 DATA 0,0,6,0,35000,0
11704MEM
1180 PRINT " * * WEIGH.TED DATA USED NEXT PERIOD * *
1190 PRINT
1200 FOR I=1 TO N .

1210 REM ***DANGER! IF THE iROGRAM LISTING IS RENUMBERED ****
1220 REM THE FIRST # IN THE NEXT PRINT STATEMETT MUST BE CHANGED
1230 PRINT 1120+(I*tO)("DATA";C[I,1];",";C[I,21;",";CEI,3];",";CEI,4&

4,

";
1240. PRINT C[I,5];",";CE/,6]
4250 NEXT I
11260 REM *** FINE TUNING CAN GO ON FOREVER...BUT THAT'S ALL FOLKS!
1270 END

> .

,
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COMPUTERIZED TEAM SPORTS SCT!EDULIN(1

Richard Chris Duke

The use of computers in the area of intramural and rec-
reational sports programming is becoming increasingly
popular due to the 1ntr4cur t'on of tmnputer software
designed to organize a edule team events.. The
value of Such a system aik. that it saveS time)that can
be)used better elsewhere and it.provides complete
team records that are easily accessable to the user at
the touch of a button.

One soltware package, "The Intramural System" by
PDSI Inc., offers a total program that allows a user
to establish and maintain a complete filt of each team
event as it is in progress. This program is currently
in use at Southern Illinois University at Carbondale
and at Brigham Young University. By using the Apple II
computer, this program enables scheduling data for UD to
one hundred teams per each computer storage diskette.
The scheduling data is divided into the following areas:
team data, league data,, place data, scheduling data,
game data, printouts, and miscellaneous utilities.

An important ingredient pf the PDSI Intramural system
is the ability to create, maintain, and change inform-
ation regarding each intramural team. The team data '

file enables the user to insert each intramural team.
The team data file enables the user to insert infokn-
ation pertaining to one hundred teams per diskette.
Specific information which is included in this file in-
cludes team names, the league in which the team is a
member, the coach's name and phone rrumber, the organi-
zation which the team represents a list of iwenty.-one
team players, player's eligibility status, and the.
number of games a team or player has played. These
lipts can be cOntinually updated or changed as the
season progresses.

The purpose-of the league'data file is two fold. First
it is to name the various leagues that will be kept on
a particular diskette. Second, tt is used to assign
teams to each league. Each diskette is capable of
establishing fifteen leagues which may inslude up to
twelve teams per league. This file can also be updated
as the season progresses when teams are,disqualified
of a realignment of leagues may become necessary.

The.purpose of the place data file is to enrer the
various fields/CoUrts that will be used in scheduling
team play. Up to twenty of your own facilitiessmay be
listed in this file.

.

The scheduling data file is the heaeF of the "Intramural
System." It is here.tft.rone establishes the paramet-
ers that will come-into' se as each team is 54teduled
to play in a round .robAn format against tesars within
their particular leagUe.

5
,

The gamekdata file is'where t information about rrqeS
played is located. 'In this f e, the computer wilL
show the games the name of,Bele opponent, the scoret
achi ed 'by each team, and lts sportftanship rating.

A ajor time saving feature of the computvized Intra-
mural System is the printouts which it is capable of
producing fnr.season scheckii.es: weekly schedules", game
sheets, and lsitings of tans. Season scheduleg are
printed for each_team which is involved in a particular
program. This sChedule contains a complete list of
opponents, dates and'time of each game, and location
where each game will be Played. .

rn
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veekly schedules contain the date, time, location, and
opponent of 'all teams which are Playing during the
uppoming wee1 .1 These printouts are eittellent for
posting around campus at various locations to provide
information on a weekly basis.

Game sheets ,are printed for each contest which will be
played.' Information provided on these sheets includes
,the teams which are playing, the, coach, a list of all
team players, and the eligibility status of the players.
These sheets are taken to the actual game site and
used to check tin participants and for recording scores
ana classifications of the teams for that particular
game.

.

Team listings can be printed for the convenience of
the director for quickling looking up any team. In-
formation provided in this printout includes all teams,,.
coaches, and telephone numbers. This list tin be
Printed in alphabetical order, league order, or
according to the organizations which the team repre-
sents.

Utility programs which are included in this program
allows the user to copy information from one diskette
to another, look up individual players to find out
which teams they play on and their eligibility status,
update the current date, and a special program which
fixes the information on a diskette in case the com-
puter was accidently turned off prior to the comple-
tion of'a program. .

With the implementation oi a pomputer In the intramural
and recreational program, much time can be saved that
can be used more efficiently in other areas. Al hough
it is now a cbnvenience to have computert assis ing
with intramural and recreational sport programs
people who are interested in the quality 6f a pr gram
will find that computers will allOw them to actiiMly
use their time in improving their present programs.

36,
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COMPUTERIZED MEET SCHEDULING UTILIZING THREE VARIABLES

Thomas T. Oushiken, University ef Wisconsin-LaCrosse
Joel B. Worra, University of Wisconsin-LaCrosse

Abstract

Scheduling.of events typically is based on the sex hnd,
age of the indivl.dual. Very seldom is the ability of
the.individual alsoconsidered. The format for schedul-
ing individuais has frequently discouraged potential
entrants because of their concern for failure. The
format for Special Olympics participation encourages
participation and the computerized program developed
makes it simple, accurate'and convenient.

Introduction

During the past six years, the Department of Recreation
and Parks, University of n-LaCrosse, has been
actively involved in providing ecial Olympics oppor-,
tunities for qualified participants. These participants
have come from over 24 agencies, six counties and have
.numbered approximately 400 individuals.

Available for,individuals to participate in include the
area games which are held during the Winter and.Spring
of each year. Like otherk,who are involved in schedul-
ing eyents for athletes, the same types of problems
typically exist for the programmer which includes; the
large number of entrants; coaches not meeting the entry
deadline; and individual changes just prior to the mdet.

The philosophy of SpecialtOlympics has been to encourage
anyone,who is qualified (which includes training for
the events entered) to participate. This has tended to
magnify some of the probleMs listed above:

As in most event scheduling, Special Olympics is very
similar to other situations in' that for individual:

events, participants are initially classified according
to their sex and are placed in age groups (eight groups).
What is unique about Special Olympics scheduling is that
based upon performance (time or distance), athletes can
compete against others with similar times, distance or
performance'level. Thus, divisions have been estab-
lished based upon the ability of the perfortuir With age
and sex also considered. The obvious advantage of this
is to encoutage participation and competition for all
who are qualified to participate rather than to .

emphasize 'Ithe best performance" for an individual
t,

event only. _With these divisions, rather than having

II
one first place winner for the boys 8-9 year old group
in the 50 meter dash, coneeivably, there could be six .

,....._,/winners (depending on the number of entrants and how
they are ckassified). This provides opportunities for
more participants to excel based on tlieir level of
performance. This is similar to the typical golf todr-
nament whiCh includes different flights for different

' abigties.

Description of the Program

The Special Olympics scheduling programs were,written
in Hewlett-Packard BASIC on a' Hewlert-Packard 11P2000
educational time shared computer. Theisystem consists
of two programa and a,random access disk file.
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The`file contains the following information on each
competitor name, the sponsoring agency or school,
sex, age and a list of timesvpr distances for each of
the possible events. The file currehtly contains q7
scores for each competitor bullipace has been reserved
for 25 and further expansion Id be simple. The
records of the file are simply kept in the order in 4
which they are entered.

The entry program (OLMPEN) is first utilized to input
information. This program simply allows the programmer
to add new records to the file or to edit them. The
program begins by reporting the pumber'of records on
the file (i.e. you have 243 people in the file) and
then allows the programmer to branch'to the desired
function (add, edit or stop). In adding entrants; the
name, agency, sex and age are typed. The age group is
then calculated an'8 the program will request which
event is to be entered. The programmer then types the
event number (all events have a designated number) and
the time or distance which has been provided from the,
entry form. The computer will then repeat the informa-
tion and request if the information is correct. If the
nformation is correct, then the information is stored.
After each session of entering new information, a brief
report containing the number of entrants In each age
group in each event may be requested.

. ,

Editing of the program allows the programmer to have a
list of all entries printed if needed. The program
will request which entrant needs to be modified. This
allows each entrant the opportunity to sign up later
for,another event or to delete oneself.

When all entries are in and no further changes are
needed, the final list program (OLMPCS) is utilized.
This program prints entry lists for each event. It is
categorized by ageogroup and sex. The competitors are
also sorted in orderof the best reported time or dis-
tance so that event heats may be s.et up on the day of
the event.

The number of competitors in each heat can be adjusted
based on the number of lanes available (for running.
events). as well as the range of abilities of individual
competitors. The program allows the scheduler flexi-
bility in-selecting the number of participants in each
heat which can very in number.

Conclusion

Due to the variables in scheduling (age, sex and
ability level) and the complications of late entrants,
and deletes, it was almost impossible to develop an
accurate schedule manually. This computer program has
made the process of scheduling individual and relay
events for special olympics very simple, accurate and
convenient. Thefact that these schedule programs were
written on a Hewlett-Packard HP2000 means'that thty are
not totally compatible'with othenbrands of computer
(or microcomputer). However, most of the statemen
ten work on other brands, but many computers diffe4 in
the method of keeping information on disk files. each
statement which-stores or retrieves informationcwould
nett' to be modified. Another possibility for individi
uals whO wish to use a computer for this'task would be .

to use a mod data base management program.
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